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The compatibility of regional and competition policies 

FORE WORD 

This study on competition and regional policies was requested by the President of the Regional 
Aflairs Committee as an update of a previous DG IV study. 

In the meantime the AzzoIini Report (A 4-412198) was discussed in plenary and its conclusions have 
been taken into account. 

With the progress of discussions on the reform of structural policy, the compatibility of national 
and Europan regional policies continues to be an important topic for EU decision makers. This 
study is intended as a background to any future discussions on the subject in the Parliament. 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL FOR RESEARCH 

Luxembourg, March 1999. 

... 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EU regional policy and EU state aid policy are two mechanisms through which the European Union 
influences economic activity in the Member States so as to achieve economic convergence of the 
European regions. However, regional and state aid policies evaluate the role and effects of public aid 
to companies according to different economic criteria. The report discusses the compatibility of the 
two policies fiom the point of view of the EU cohesion objective. 

The EU is currently reforming its regional policy in order to increase the effectiveness of the 
Structural Funds. In order for this reform to be successfid, the regional spending of the Member 
States should be more consistent with Structural Funds interventions. State aid is the principal 
instrument of regional policy-making at both EU and Member State level. Therefore, the European 
Commission recently adopted some State aid rules that it hopes would induce the desired 
consistency. 

The new state aid rules (new Regional Aid Guidelines and a Multisectoral Framework for Regional 
Aid to Large Investment Projects) propose: 

1.  Reductions of geographical coverage for the Member States' regional policies; 
2. The overlappmg of the regions assisted by the Member States with those assisted by the Structural 

Funds; 
3. Reductions of the maximum regional aid intensity permissible in backward regions (assisted by 

the Member States under Art. 92(3)(a) and the EU under Objective 1) and those featuring 
industrial decline and high unemployment (assisted by the Member States under A r t .  92(3)(c) 
and/or the EU under Objective 2); and 

4. Individual determination of the amount of regional aid to large investment projects, under the 
Multisectoral Framework. 

In our report, we argue that the above-mentioned measures may indeed succeed to reduce the overall 
volume of regional aid spending, yet the 'quantitative' approach they propose may be insufficient if 
the final objective is to render national regional spending more consistent with the EU cohesion 
objectives. In order to achieve such goal, it becomes indispensable to improve the way in which aid 
projects are screened for approval in assisted areas. 

The report identifies considerable inconsistencies in the way that EU state aid policy screens aid 
projects in assisted areas (Chapter 3),  and suggests the lines along which screening should be 
conducted (Chapter 2). 

From an economic perspective, the compatibility between state aids and regional policies can be 
assessed at both microeconomic and macroeconomic level. From the microeconomic perspective, 
tensions between state aids and regional policies may arise because the two policies screen aid 
projects according to different economic criteria of evaluation. It would be unreasonable to seek full 
compatibility between the two policies, because each have different assignments. Moreover, at 
microeconomic level, the cohesive benefit of an aid project depends on its source of funding. 
However, unnecessary incompatibilities can be eliminated when aid projects found to distort 
competition are to be approved on cohesion grounds. In order to do this, there should be explicit use 
of cost-benefit analysis in the screening of aid projects in assisted areas. The purpose of such cost- 
benefit analysis is to ensure that only aid projects with real cohesion benefits are approved. The 
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criterion for approval should then be that the cohesion benefits of the proposed aid project exceed 
its costs. We discuss in Chapter 2 how such cost-benefit analysis should be conducted, and the 
microeconomic criteria of the cost-benefit analysis are hrther elaborated in Chapter 3. 

At the same time, it is important to note that EU state aid policy can screen only those aid projects 
that are found to distort competition in the single market. In Chapter 2 we emphasise the economic 
criteria for identdjmg such projects. Namely, only aid to companies likely to exert market power in 
either input or output markets, and that creates net negative cross-border externatilites (or 
spillovers), f d s  under the scope of EU state aid control. Inevitably, some aid projects that may be 
a waste of public money or may even have anti-cohesive effects would escape EU control because 
they do not distort competition in the single market, but there is nothing that the EU can or should 
do about that. 

From the macroeconomic perspective, this situation may generate tensions between state aids and 
regional policy. Even state aids that do not distort competition may nevertheless contribute to 
inefEcient economic management and slow growth, and perpetuate a region's dependence on regional 
assistance, as discussed in Chapter 2. State aids are important enough to have an impact on the 
economy at macroeconomic level: they can significantly alter tax rates and levels of spending, and 
as result alter the o v d  level of growth. Besides finance-related macroeconomic effects, state aids 
may also have sigruficant behavioural effects: they create moral hazard problems and induce rent- 
seeking dynamics and later wage-setting processes. 

The report is structured along the following lines: 

The Introduction explains the reasons why the EU seeks to use its state aid control mechanisms in 
order to render the Member States' regional spending more consistent with EU cohesion criteria, and 
briefly reviews the state aid measures that were adopted to such effect. 

Chapter 1 sets the background for the economic discussion in Chapters 2 and 3. It contains the 
following arguments: 

1.  The typical economic justifications for regional policy interventions are allocative efficiency, 
redistribution and economic stabilisation. 

2. EU regional policy selects its intervention targets by looking at regional disparities (measured in 
terms of GDP per capita and unemployment disparities) at the European level, while the Member 
States aim to reduce national regional disparities. This creates tensions between regional policy 
interventions, which we illustrate with some examples. 

3 .  State aid is the most important instrument of regional policy-making at both national and EU 
level. 

4. State aids that distort competition in the single market fall under the scope of EU state aid policy 
5.  The mechanisms of EU state aid control were developed in such a way as to serve its primordial 

goal: preventing the distortion of competition. 
6. Thereby, EU state aid policy classifies the various types of state aid and regulates the conditions 

for their use (through geographical and quantitative limitations) in harmony with this principal 
objective. 

7. We review the policy principles according to which state aids are screened. 
8. And we summarise the state aid rules applicable to the various types of aid in assisted areas. 
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9. We overview the main regulatory changes implied by the new Regional Aid Guidelines and the 
Multisectoral Framework. 

Chapter 2 discusses the microeconomic and the macroeconomic sources of tensions between state 
aids and regional policies. It also elaborates the microeconomic and macroeconomic criteria 
according to which aid projects should be screened. The Chapter contains the following arguments: 

1. 

2. 

3 .  

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7. 

8. 

The distinction between the microeconomic and the macroeconomic tensions that may arise 
between state aids and regional policy. 
An argumentation of the reasons why inconsistencies between the two kinds of policies are 
inevitable. 
A discussion of the microeconomic sources of tensions between state aids an regional policies: 
the two kinds of policies screen aid projects according to different economic criteria. 
At microeconomic level, it would be unreasonable to hope for full compatibility between the 
evaluation criteria used in each of the two policies, but it is reasonable to hope that unnecessary 
inconsistencies be eliminated. 
This can be achieved by use of explicit use of cost-benefit analysis in the screening of aid projects 
proposed in assisted areas. We elaborate the criteria for such screening. 
However, EU state aid policy can screen only projects that are found to distort competition in the 
single market. We elaborate the criteria for identifjing them. 
From a macroeconomic perspective, the above contradictions may generate inconsistencies 
between state aids and regional policies, because aid projects found acceptable on competition 
grounds may nevertheless have anti-cohesive effects. We discuss the circumstances under which 
this may occur. 
We elaborate economic criteria for evaluating the macroeconomic impact of state aids. 

Chapter 3 evaluates current EU state aid policy and the new state aid rules proposed by the EU 
Commission from a microeconomic and a macroeconomic perspective, on the basis of the discussion 
in the preceding chapter. It contains the following arguments: 

1. 

2. 

3 .  
4. 

5 .  

6. 

7. 

From a microeconomic perspective, current EU state aid policy is insufficiently systematic, and 
in particular it f d s  to iden* cross-border effects before diagnosing a distortion of Competition. 
We elaborate the economic criteria according to which this should be done. 
The EU Commission does not consistently evaluate the effectiveness of aid in remedying market 
failures, which should be the reason for allowing state aid. 
The new state aid rules fall short of ensuring more consistency with cohesion criteria. 
While the reasoning according to which the aid projects are currently evaluated are distant fiom 
the ones suggested in Chapter 2. An example is the way in which 'cost-benefit analysis' is 
performed for regional aid to the automotive sector. 
We elaborate the economic criteria according to which cost-benefit analysis should be instead 
performed. 
From a macroeconomic perspective, current evaluation suffers fiom major flaws with reference 
to the criteria suggested in Chapter 2. 
The main deficiencies could be resumed as following: (I) potential conflictual cohesion effects 
between state aid in Art. 92(3)(c), or 'industrial decline' regions, and the Objective 1 of the 
Structural Funds is hardly considered; (i) for the case of aid to firms in difficulty, the effectiveness 
evaluation centres on the recipient h and short-term effects; and (iii) overall, evaluation centres 
on short-term effectiveness and positive spillover effects. 
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8. A reason of concern is that similar deficiencies are observable in the evaluation of state aid as 
regional policy instrument, and including at EU level. 

9. While evidence regarding the cohesion impact of state aids is insufficient, we discuss some case 
evidence that shows the conflict\lsil macroeconomic effects of the various kinds of state aids used 
in assisted areas. 

Chapter 4 concludes by summarising the main findings in our report, and reminding the economic 
criteria suggested to be taken into consideration when screening aid projects in assisted areas. We 
remind that evaluation along the lines we proposed would require more adequate stafiing at the EU 
Commission's state aid services. 
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RlhUME 

La politique r6gionale et la politique des aides d’Etat de 1’Union europeenne sont deux mecanismes 
grke auxquels celle-ci influence l’activite economique dans les Etats membres afin d’instaurer une 
convergence hnomique entre les regions d’Europe. Toutefois, ces deux politiques evaluent le r61e 
et les repercussions des aides publiques aux entreprises en fonction de criteres economiques 
differents. Ce rapport analyse leur compatibilite du point de vue de I’objectif de la cohesion 
europknne. 

L’Union europknne est actuellement occupk a reformer sa politique regionale afin d’accroitre 
I’eBcacite de ses Fonds structurels. Pour que cette reforme porte ses h i t s ,  les depenses regionales 
des Etats membres doivent Ctre plus en phase avec les interventions des Fonds structurels. Tant au 
niveau europkn qu’au niveau national, les aides d’Etat sont le principal instrument de la politique 
regionale. C’est la raison pour laquelle la Commission europeenne a recemment adopte plusieurs 
mesures de reglementation des aides d’Etat; elle espere que ces mesures instaureront la coherence 
souhaittie. 

La teneur de ces nouvelles mesures (des lignes directrices sur les aides aux regions et un cadre 
multisectoriel pour les grands projets d’investissements regionaux) est la suivante: 

1. elles rduisent la couverture geographique des politiques regionales des Etats membres; 
2. elles font cohcider les regions aidees par les Etats membres avec celles assistks par les Fonds 

structurels; 
3 .  elles reduisent l’intensite maximale de l’aide regionale admissible dans les regions en retard 

structure1 (aidees par les Etats membres au titre de l’art. 92(3)(a) et par I’m dans le cadre de 
I’objectif 1) et dans cells qui connaissent un dklin industriel et un taux de ch6mage eleve (aidees 
par les Etats membres au titre de l’art. 92(3)(c) et/ou par 1’UE dans le cadre de l’objectif2); 

4. elles fixent au cas par cas le montant des aides a finalite regionale accordees aux grands projets 
d’investissements, dans le cadre multisectoriel. 

L’argumentation que nous exposons dans ce rapport consiste a dire que ces mesures devraient 
effectivement entrainer une reduction du volume global des aides regionales, mais que I’approche 
Q quantitative qu’elles proposent risque de ne pas suffire a instaurer davantage de coherence entre 
les depenses regionales des Etats membres et les objectifs de cohesion de I’UE. Pour atteindre cet 
objectif, il est indispensable d’ameliorer la methode d’evaluation des projets d’aide. 

En effet, notre rapport releve de graves incoherences dans l’evaluation, dans le cadre de la politique 
communautaire sur les aides d’Etat, des projets d’aide aux regions assistks (chapitre 3). Nous 
proposons, dans le chapitre 2, les criteres qui devraient guider cette evaluation. 

Du point de vue economique, on peut evaluer la compatibilite entre la politique des aides d’Etat et 
la politique regionale sur le plan microeconomique et sur le plan macroeconomique. Sous l’angle 
microeconomique, les risques d’incompatibilite peuvent Ctre dus au fait que ces deux politiques 
evduent les projets d’aide en fonction de criteres differents. I1 serait vain de vouloir instaurer une 
compatibilite totale entre les deux, car elles obdissent a des missions differentes. En outre, sur le plan 
micrhnomique, I’avantage d’un projet d’aide du point de vue de la cohesion depend de sa source 
de iinancement. Toutefois, il est possible d’eliminer des incompatibilites inutiles lorsque des projets 
d’aide qui induisent une distorsion de la concurrence devraient Ctre approuves en raison de leurs 
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avantages pour la cohesion. A cette fin, I’evaluation des projets d’aide aux regions assistees devrait 
englober une analyse coiits-benefices, pour garantir que seuls les projets qui drainent des avantages 
reels en faveur de la cohesion soient approuves, le critere d’acceptation etant que ces avantages 
soient sup&ieurs aux cofits. Nous proposons une mkthode d’analyse cofits-benefices dans le chapitre 
2 et les criteres microhnomiques qu’elle devrait appliquer dans le chapitre 3 .  

En m&ne temps, il importe de signaler que seuls les projets d’aide censes provoquer une distorsion 
de la concurrence sur le marche unique sont evalues dans le cadre de la politique europknne en 
matiire d’aides d’Etat. Nous soulignons les criteres economiques permettant de reperer ces projets 
dans le chapitre 2. Sales les aides aux entreprises susceptibles d’exercer un pouvoir de marche sur 
les marches d’importation ou d’exportation et qui creent des effets transfrontaliers externes nets 
negatifs entrent dans le champ de competences du contrale communautaire des aides d’Etat. 
Inhitablement, certains projets qui risquent d’entrdner des gaspillages de fonds publics, voire des 
effets negatifs sur la cohesion, pourraient tichapper a ce contrale parce qu’ils ne faussent pas la 
concurrence sur le marche unique. Malheureusement, I ’ U E  ne peut pas faire grand-chose dans ces 
“la. 

Sur le plan macrohnomique, cette situation risque de susciter des tensions entre les aides d’Etat 
et la politique regionale. Meme des aides d’Etat inoffensives pour la concurrence pourraient nuire 
a l’efiicacite de la gestion hnomique, ralentir la croissance et perpetuer la dependance de la region 
beneficiaire, mmme nous le montrons dans le chapitre 2. Les aides d’Etat sont suffisamment 
importantes pour avoir un impact sur l’hnomie au niveau macrhnomique: elles peuvent modifier 
profondement les taux d’imposition et les niveaux de depenses et, de ce fait, modifier le taux de 
croissance g h h l .  Outre ces effets financiers, les aides d’Etat ne sont pas sans consequences sur les 
comportements: elles creent des problemes de risques moraux et induisent une dynamique de 
recherche d’interzt et, par apres, des processus de fixation des salaires. 

Le rapport est structure de la maniere suivante. 

L’introduction explique les raisons pour lesquelles 1’Union europeenne s’efforce d’utiliser ses 
mkanismes de contrale des aides d’Etat pour rendre les depenses regionales des Etats membres plus 
coherentes par rapport aux criteres de la cohesion europeenne. Elle presente brievement les mesures 
adopt& a cet effet. 

Le chapitre 1 expose le contexte de la discussion economique des chapitres 2 et 3. I1 enonce les 
arguments suivants: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

les justifications hnomiques qui caracterisent les interventions en matiere de politique 
regionale sont l’efficacite des attributions, la redistribution et la stabilisation economique; 
1 ’ U E  cible ses interventions en matiere de politique regionale en fonction des disparites 
regionales au niveau europkn (sur la base du PE3 par habitant et des ecarts sur le plan du taux 
de chamage), tandis que les aides regionales des Etats membres visent a reduire les disparites 
entre les regions a I’interieur de leur territoire. Cela Cree des tensions entre les differentes 
interventions, que nous illustrons par quelques exemples; 
les aides d’Etat sont le pMcipal instrument de politique regionale tant au niveau national qu’au 
niveau europeen; 
les aides d’Etat qui faussent la concurrence sur le marche unique entrent dans le champ de 
competences de la politique europeenne en matiere d’aides d’Etat; 
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5 .  les mecanismes communautaires du contr6le des aides d’Etat sont congus de maniere a servir 
son objectif primordial: empzcher les distorsions de concurrence; 

6.  de ce fait, la politique communautaire en matiere d’aides d’Etat repertorie les dserents types 
d’aides et regit leurs conditions d’utilisation (par le biais de limitations geographiques et 
quantitatives) en fonction de cet object* 

7. nous passons en revue les principes strategiques qui determinent I’evaluation des aides d’Etat; 
8. nous synth&isons les rkgIes qui s’appliquent aux differents types d’aides dans les regions qui en 

9. nous ~ O ~ O I I S  les principales modifications qu’entrainent les nouvelles lignes directrices sur les 
beneficient; 

aides aux regions et le cadre multisectoriel sur la reglementation. 

Le chapitre 2 traite des sources de tensions sur les plans micro et macroeconomiques entre la 
politique relative aux aides d‘Etat et la politique regionale. I1 enonce egalement les criteres micro et 
macrohnomiques qui devraient servir de base a l’evaluation des projets d’aide. Ce chapitre contient 
les arguments suivants: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7. 

8. 

la distinction entre les tensions micro et macrokonomiques qui risquent de survenir entre la 
politique relative aux aides d’Etat et la politique regionale; 
une argumentation des raisons qui expliquent que les incoherences entre ces deux types de 
politiques sont inevitables; 
une analyse des sources microeconomiques de tensions entre ces politiques: elles utilisent des 
criteres hnomiques differents dans l’evaluation des projets d’aide; 
sur le plan microhnomique, il serait vain d’esperer une compatibilite absolue entre les criteres 
de ces deux politiques; par contre, il est raisonnable d’esperer que les incoherences inutiles 
puissent etre eliminees; 
on p o d t  y parvenir en utilisant explicitement des analyses coats-benefices dans l’evaluation 
des projets d’aide proposes. Nous detdlons les criteres de ces analyses; 
toutefois, la politique communautaire en matiere d’aides d’Etat peut uniquement evaluer les 
projets qui entrainent une distorsion de la concurrence sur le marche unique. Nous presentons 
les criteres qui permettent de les identifier; 
sous l’angle macrohnomique, les contradictions evoquks ci-dessus risquent de provoquer des 
incoh&ences entre la politique en matiere d’aides d’Etat et la politique regionale, parce que des 
projets d’aide juges acceptables du point de vue de la Concurrence risquent neanmoins d’avoir 
des effets negatifs sur la cohesion. Nous exposons les circonstances dans lesquelles cette 
situation est susceptible de se produire; 
nous fixons les critbes hnomiques d’dvaluation macrbnomique des repercussions des aides 
d’Etat. 

Le chapitre 3 evalue la politique actuelle de I ’ U E  en matiere d’aides d’Etat et les nouvelles regles 
propostks par la Commission sous l’angle microeconomique et macroeconomique, sur la base des 
elements du chapitre precedent. Le chapitre 3 contient les arguments suivants: 

1. sur le plan microeconomique, la politique communautaire actuelle en matiere d’aides d’Etat 
n’est pas suffisamment systematique. En particulier, elle est incapable d’identifier les 
wn&quences transfiontalieres avant de diagnostiquer une distorsion de la concurrence. Nous 
proposons des criteres economiques qui devraient permettre de combler cette lacune; 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

la Commission europeenne n’est pas coherente dans l’evaluation de l’efficacite des aides pour 
pallier les insuffisances du marche, alors que cette efficacite devrait etre la raison d’etre des aides 
d’Etat; 
les nouvelles regles en matiere d’aides d’Etat ne garantissent pas davantage de coherence avec 
les criteres de cohesion; 
le raisonnement qui sert actuellement de base a l’evaluation des projets d’aide differe de celui 
propose dans le chapitre 2. Nous citons l’exemple de la maniere dont les analyses coiits- 
benefices sont effectuks pour les aides regionales au secteur automobile; 
nous suggerons les criteres economiques qui devraient guider ces analyses; 
du point de vue macrobnomique, l’evaluation actuelle presente de graves lacunes par rapport 
aux criteres evoques au chapitre 2; 
les pMcipales lacunes peuvent &e synthetisees comme suit: (i) les risques de conflits, du point 
de vue des effets sur la cohesion, entre les aides d’Etat au titre de l’art. 92(3)(c) (les regions 
r@ut&s en a dkclin industriel m) et celles au titre de l’objectif 1 des Fonds structurels ne sont pas 
sufisamment pris en consideration; (ii) dans le cas des aides aux entreprises en difficulte, 
l’hluation de leur efficacite se focalise sur les entreprises beneficiaires et sur les consequences 
a court terme des aides; (i) en gen- l’evaluation porte sur l’efficacite a court terme des aides 
et sur leurs retombks positives; 
la cowtatation de lacunes semblables dans l’evaluation des aides d’Etat en tant qu’instruments 
de politique regionale, y compris au niveau communautaire, souleve des preoccupations. 
l’impact des aides d’Etat sur la cohesion est encore insuffisamment demontre. Nous presentons 
des exemples concrets qui revelent les effets macroeconomiques conflictuels des differentes 
formes d’aides d’Etat utilisees dans les regions beneficiaires. 

Le chapitre 4 synthetise les principales constatations de notre rapport et rappelle les criteres 
hnomiques que nous prhnisons pour evaluer les projets d’aides. Nous rappelons egalement que 
l’evaluation que nous proposons necessitera davantage de personnel dans les services de la 
Commission charges des aides d’Etat. 
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INTRODUCTION 

EU regional policy and EU state aid policy are two mechanisms through which the European Union 
influences economic activity in the Member States so as to achieve economic convergence of the 
European regions. Regional and state aid policies, however, in evaluating the role and effects of 
public aid to companies, apply different economic criteria. This report analyses the compatibility of 
the two policies from the point of view of the EU regional convergence objective. 

The EU is currently reforming its regional policy with the purpose of increasing the effectiveness of 
the Structural Funds’ regional interventions. For the reform to be successfbl, the Member States’ 
own regional interventions should become more consistent with those of the Structural Funds. The 
European Commission recently adopted some state aid rules that it hopes would induce such effect. 

In this report we argue that new state aid rules represent a step in the right direction, but if the 
objective is to make regional spending in Europe more coherent, then there is still room for 
improvement in terms of how EU state aid policy screens aid projects for approval on cohesion 
grounds. From a micro-economic perspective, the criteria governing EU state aid policy cannot be 
l l l y  compatible with those of regional policy. However, unnecessary inconsistencies can be 
eliminated by explicit use of cost-benefit analysis in the screening of aid proposed in assisted areas. 
The purpose of cost-benefit analysis is to determine whether aid projects that distort competition 
should be approved because their cohesion benefits exceed their costs. The report discusses the 
micro-economic and the macro-economic (cohesion) criteria that should be taken into account in 
such cost-benefit analysis. 

Background 

Art. 130a of the Single European Act (SEA) defined the Community economic cohesion goal as 
‘reducing disparities between the levels of development of the various regions and the backwardness 
of the least-favoured regions’. The SEA also enabled the Union to ‘develop and pursue its [own] 
actions’ to achieve this goal. Since 1988, the Union has carried out its own regional policy, assisting 
those regions in most need of support from a European perspective. The concentration of EU 
assistance on such regions was proposed by the EU Commission as the most effective way to 
improve regional convergence in the Union. 

In the multi-level governance system of the European Union, EU regional policy ‘co-exists’ with the 
regional policies of the Member States, whose primary objectives, however, are to reduce regional 
disparities at national level. The EU is concerned to make the Member States’ regional policies more 
consistent with its own, so that the Structural Funds’ interventions be more effective. 

Both Member States and the EU use public aid to companies in regional policy-making. Public aid 
measures are meant to attract capital investment in the assisted regions, and thus stimulate the 
economic development of backward regions or restore the economic competitiveness of troubled 
regions. All Member States (with the singular exception of Denmark) use incentives to capital 
investment in their regional policies - but to different extents, depending not only on their concrete 
regional problems and views on regional policy-making, but also on the availability of financial 
resources. In its turn, the EU employs 40% of the Structural Funds’ budget (1 70 billion ECU during 
the period 19941999) to ‘support productive investment’ in the regions assisted under 
Objectivesland 2. In such regions, according to the proportionality principle in EU regional policy, 
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the Structural Funds CO--= the aid measures of the Member States. Regional incentives to capital 
investment that distort competition in the single market fall under the scope o f  EU state aid 
regulation. EU state aid policy allows the use of ‘regional aid’ in regions with basically the same kind 
o f  problems as those targeted by the EU - under-development or structural unemployment (Arts. 
92(3)(a) and (c) Rome Treaty). The use o f  regional aid is subject to geographical and quantitative 
limitations, which are meant to reduce the competition-distorting effects of  the aid. 

Besides regional aid, Member States use other types of state aid that do not have direct regional 
policy objectives but affect the economic situation of  the regions. One such case is that of  aid to 
kinds of  investment other than physical capital, for example R&D or environmental protection. 
Another is rescue and restructuring aid to firms in difEculty, which are often located in assisted areas, 
particularly ‘industrial decline’ regions assisted by the Member States under A r t .  92(3)(c) and/or by 
the EU under its Objective 2. Under current EU state aid rules, the use of  such aid types is allowed 
on a more favourable footing in assisted regions. 

The main objective ofEU state aid policy is to prevent distortions of intra-community competition, 
although A r t .  130b SEA requires that Union common policies ‘take into account and contribute’ to 
EU economic cohesion. In EU state aid policy, this latter requirement was understood to sign@ that 
public aid in the most disadvantaged European regions (those in the cohesion countries in particular) 
should be allowed on a more favourable footing. 

The European Commission’s First Cohesion Report (European Commission, 1996) examined the 
effects of  EU state aid policy on the Member States’ regional aid spending. The Report sought to 
idenw ways of increasing the effectiveness of the Structural Funds, so that the effects of EU state 
aid policy were evaluated in terms of consistency between national and EU regional interventions. 
The Report’s main findings were: 

A lack of geographical consistency between the regions assisted by the EU and those assisted 
by the Member States. At present, 6.6% of  the EU population live in areas assisted by the 
Structural Funds but not by the Member States, and conversely, 2.7% of  the EU population live 
in regions assisted only by the Member States. The Union is most concerned about the former, 
because in such regions the Structural Funds could not co-finance aid by the Member States to 
capital investment because of the EU state aid prohibition. Thus, in such regions the Structural 
Funds could only co-finance aid for R&D and SMEs, but on more restrictive terms than those 
allowed in regions enjoying assisted area status under EU state aid regulation. 

The regional eq.wnditures of the better+# Member States exceed those of the cohesion 
countries. Namely, the amount limits imposed through EU state aid rules for regional aid 
(‘regional aid intensity ceilings’) could be more hlly exploited in the better-off Member States, 
whereas in the cohesion countries not even a preferential allocation of  Structural Funds could 
strike a balance. The Report underlines that ‘even including ERDF spending, total aid per head 
in the assisted areas of the cohesion countries is only between 6% and 30% of  the Italian levels’. 

The Report concluded that, in the future, EU state aid policy should ‘address the inconsistencies 
between national and EU regional policies’ by: 
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increasing efficiency and transparency in the management of state aids; 
reducing the general level of state aid expenditures in the Member States’ assisted areas; and 
making eligibility for EU regional aid one of the criteria for allowing assistance under the Member 
States’ own regional policies. 

To such an end, in Spring 1998 the EU Commission tightened the state aid rules applicable to 
regional aid (new Guidelines on National Regional Aid and a Multisectoral Framework for Regional 
Aid to Large Investment Projects). 

In a March 1998 Communication on the links between regional and competition policies’ the EU 
Commission argued the correlation between the new Regional Aid Guidelines and its proposals for 
the reform of the Structural Funds as of the year 2000 (draft Structural Funds regulations), as 
follows: 

The reductions in the geographical coverage of EU and national regional policies should help to 
further concentrate assistance on the most disadvantaged European regions. The coverage of EU 
assistance will decrease fiom the current 50.6% of the EU population to between 35% and 40%, 
while that of the Member States’ regional policies will decline from 46.7% of the EU population 
at present to 42.7%. 

In the future, the regions assisted by the EU should also qualify for assistance in the Member 
States under EU state aid regulation. ‘Art. 92(3Xa)’ assisted regions will hlly coincide with those 
assisted by the Structural Funds under the new Objective 1. ‘Art. 92(3)(c)’ assisted areas will 
exceed, but contain in concentric circles those assisted by the EU under the new Objective 2 
(which in its turn will cover no more than 18% of the EU population: 10% industrial decline areas, 
5% rural areas, 2% urban areas, 2% fisheries areas). 

In the March 1998 Communication, the EU Commission referred only to those measures destined 
to ensure geographical consistency between EU and the Member States’ regional policies. But 
geographical coherence apart, it is important that EU and the Member States’ regional spending be 
substantially consistent. From this perspective, the European Commission proposes state aid rules 
that should reduce the overall volume of incentives to capital investment. The reduction should be 
the combined effect of the following measures 

the contraction of the national regional policies maps (above mentioned); 
the lowering of the maximum aid intensity ceilings for assisted areas - fiom 75% to 50% in A r t .  

92(3)(a) regions, and fiom 30% to 25% in Art. 92(3)(c) regions (under the new Regional Aid 
Guidelines); and 
the individual determination of the amount of regional aid to be approved for each large 
investment project in the assisted areas (under the Multisectoral Framework). 

Objectives and structure of the report 

In sum, the EU Commission proposed state aid rules that solely concern the geographical coverage 
and overall volume of regional aid. In other words, the new rules appear to tackle the issue of 

Camnuniaation fm the Commission to the Member States on the links between regioMl and competition policy: reinforcing 
concentration and m u m 1  consistency, OJ C 90, 26.3.1998. 
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consistency between national and EU regional investment aid spending from a predominantly 
‘quantitative’, rather than ‘qualitative’, perspective. 

At the same time, the new rules have only limited implications for other types of state aid given in 
assisted areas, which can be summarised as following: 

The geographical boundaries in which horizontal and sectoral aid enjoys preferential treatment are 
reduced; and 
The volume of regional investment aid to sensitive sectors, as well as to SMEs, may be further 
limited, because for such types of aid the amount is determined in function of the regional aid 
ceilings. 

The Multisectoral Framework introduces a criterion for taking into account the regional benefits of 
investment aid (measured in terms of diredindirect jobs created), but is still inapplicable to the 
‘sensitive sectors’ (steel, shipbuilding, synthetic fibres, coal, motor vehicles). 

At the bottom line, EU state aid policy remains largely unchanged with respect to how state aid is 
screened for approval in assisted areas. Namely, the economic justification and the cohesion effects 
of aid are not rigorously assessed. If the EU objective is to render national and EU public aid 
spending more coherent, and EU state aid policy should contribute to such end, then the screening 
for approval of aid in assisted areas should include a more rigorous analysis of the economic costs 
and cohesion benefits of each aid project. 

As will be reasoned in this report, the EU cannot hope for full compatibility between the economic 
criteria on which EU state aid policy screens aid projects and those of regional policy. Nevertheless, 
unnv inconsistencies can be eliminated when aid distorting intracommunity competition is to 
be approved on cohesion grounds. Aid projects that on a first judgement are identified as having 
competitiondistorting effects should be approved only if their cohesion benefits exceed their costs. 
The report discusses the economic criteria on which such judgement (‘cost-benefit analysis’) should 
be made. At the same time however, EU state aid policy cannot screen aid projects that do not have 
competition-distorting effects, even though some may also have anti-cohesive macroeconomic 
effects. This will be discussed in the report. 

Chapter I is introductory. A first part provides a brief economic discussion of regional policy and 
state aids as regional policy instruments. The second part is an overview of EU state aid regulation 
for each of the types of state aid used in assisted areas, concluding with a summary of the regulatory 
changes brought about by the new Regional aid Guidelines and the Multisectoral Framework. 

Chupter 2 analyses the compatibility of EU state aid and regional policies from a microeconomic and 
a macroeconomic perspective. It discusses the microeconomic and the macroeconomic sources of 
tensions between the two policies, the degree to which compatibility between them can reasonably 
be sought, and elaborates the microeconomic and macroeconomic criteria for the evaluation of state 
aids on cohesion grounds. 

Ckpter 3 provides a microeconomic and a macroeconomic evaluation of current EU state aid policy. 
It also discusses the changes implied by the adoption of new Regional Aid Guidelines and the 
Multisectoral Framework. The evaluation is based on the microeconomic and macroeconomic 
arguments elaborated in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 4 concludes with a set of policy recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 1: REGIONAL POLICY, STATE AIDS AND EU STATE AID 
CONTROL 

1.1. Summary of arguments 

(1) From an economic perspective, regional policy intervention may be justified on allocative 
efficiency, redistribution and stabilisation grounds. 

(2) While EU regional policy selects its targets by looking at regional disparities at EU level, 
Member States are concerned with internal regional disparities. This may create tensions 
between EU and national regional policies; we discuss some examples. 

(3) State aid is the primary instrument of regional policy-making at both EU and Member State 
level. 

(4) State aid that distorts competition on a cross-border dimension fals under the scope of EU state 
aid policy. 

( 5 )  The mechanisms of EU state aid policy were developed in such a way as to serve its primordial 
goal: preventing the distortion of competition in the single market. 

(6) The policy principles according to which the EU Commission screens state aid are, likewise, 
primarily motivated by competition considerations, even when aid is to be approved on cohesion 
grounds. 

(7) Regional investment aid is subject to geographical and quantitative limitations primarily aimed 
at limiting its competition-distorting effects; horizontal and sectoral aid measures enjoy a more 
favourable treatment when proposed in assisted areas. 

(8) We overview current rules applicable to state aid in assisted areas, and the changes implied by 
the new Regional Aid Guidelines and the Multisectoral Framework. 

1.2. Regional policy and state aid instruments 

1.2.1. The economic justification for regionalpolicy 

From an economic perspective, regional policy interventions are usually justified on one of the 
following grounds: 

0 AZZocutive efficiency: regional disparities, measured in terms of GDP per capita or 
unemployment, can be considered the result of failures in the functioning of markets that 
could be corrected by public intervention. Insufficient endowment with productivity- 
enhancing public goods in some regions, or a combination of location externalities and 
economies of scale may lead to the concentration of private investment in some regions and 
prevent overall regional economic convergence. Long-term high unemployment following 
structural shocks affecting regions may also be interpreted as failures of the labour markets 
and require public interventions. 

0 Redistribution: policies targeting problem regions usually redistribute fiom the rich to the 
poor, an equity outcome well supported in the Western European societies. 
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0 Szizbilisation: (i) because of their different socio-economic structure, regions may suffer fiom 
asymmetric shocks that lead to an increase in regional unemployment in the absence of 
suitable shock adjustment instruments; and (ii) unbalanced regional development raises 
political tensions between regions’. 

In sum, there is a case for regional policy interventions (aimed at increasing regional GDP per capita 
or employment) ifthe free functioning of the market alone does not lead to regional GDP per capita 
convergence or solve regional unemployment problems, or the pace of convergence is not fast 
enough fiom a politicaVsocial welfare perspective. 

1.2.2 Tensions between national and EU regional interventions 

In the EU, the above justifications for regional policy are invoked at Member State and EU level 
alike. For the Structural Funds, the case of intervention is clearly made: Objective 1 aims to promote 
the development and structural adjustment of regions whose GDP per capita is below 75% of EU 
averages, whereas Objective 2 supports the structural conversion of regions seriously affected by 
industrial decline leading to unemployment rates above the EU averages (throughout this report, we 
f m s  on these kind of Objective 2 regions because of the importance of state aid measures used in 
dealing with their problems). Yet while EU regional policy identities its targets by looking at regional 
disparities at European level, the regional policies of the Member States are naturally concerned with 
national regional disparities. This leads to inevitable conflicts of interest, which we hereby illustrate 
with the following two examples: 

0 Within countries, the two kinds of regional problems - low GDP per capita and 
unemployment - usually co-exist, and policies that successhlly target one problem also 
contribute to the solution of the other. Reducing regional unemployment amounts to making 
use of (under-utilised) productive factors, which should in turn have a positive impact on 
regional GDP; successhlly increasing GDP should in turn have a positive impact on 
employment3. The effects from the EU cohesion perspective may, however, be different 
depending on whether the country in question and the region targeted is rich or poor relative 
to the EU averages. Regional problems in rich countries may be perceived as more serious 
at the national level than they would seem to be fiom the EU perspective. Thus, successhl 
regional interventions fiom the national perspective may widen real regional disparities at the 
EU level. 

a At EU level, conflicts of interests may arise between the two objectives pursued by EU 
regional policy. The aims of the Structural Funds under Objective 1 (to increase regional 
GDP per capita) and Objective 2 (to increase employment) are conflicting by design: the 
reference for identifLing ‘intolerable’ regional income disparities is the EU average, whereas 
national averages are also taken into account for identifjllng ‘intolerable’ regional 
unemployment problems. Imagine a regional policy that successhlly increases employment 

’ This is a justification for immediate public intervention, although in the long-run the regional problems may solve themselves. 
Without pubhc intenention, tempomy mmplopmt dispsnties will usually trigger wage responses likely to eliminate disparities. 
The neoclassical convergence hypothesis (Barn, and Sala-i”artin( 1995)) suggests that market forces alone may contribute to 
regional per capita income convergence over time. 

Nevertheless, the concrete form of regional policy intervention may substantially affect the ratio of additional employment or 
output. Before one defines the optimal policy mix, it should clarify which of the two objectives (increase of GDP per capita or 
employment) is relatively more important. 
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and GDP in an Objective 2 region: through inevitable arithmetics, it will lift the EU GDP 
average higher and lower the relative income position of all other regions, including those 
with Objective 1 status. From the point of view of an Objective 1 region, the outcome is 
hardly cohesive. Alternatively, imagine an Objective 1 region that competes in the same class 
of products with an Objective 2 region. Through successful regional policy intervention, the 
Objective 1 region may be able to reap market share fiom the richer Objective 2 region. While 
the relative income position of the Objective 1 region may improve (a desirable outcome fiom 
the EU cohesion perspective), the unemployment problem of the Objective 2 region may 
become more acute (an undesirable outcome fiom the EU cohesion perspective). When 
assessing these conflicts of interests, however, it should be remembered that the EU has in 
principle agreed on priority to Objective 1. 

1.2.3. State aid as a regionalpolicy instrument 

The instruments for regional policy-making divide in three categories: 

- provision of local goods (physical infiastructure) expected to increase total factor 
productivity, output and employment; 

- programmes destined to enhance the regional human capital (education, training of workers, 
etc.); and 

- aid to investment projects, destined to attract investment that in turn would increase regional 
employment and output. The investment incentives may be directly targeted at attracting 
capital investment, or may support other forms of investment (for example WD) that 
generate positive spillovers. 

Aid to investment is the most important instrument of regional policy-making throughout the EU. 
At EU level, about 40% of the total Structural Funds’ expenditure in Objective 1 and 2 regions (1 70 
billion ECU during the period 1994-1999) is destined to ‘support productive investment’, whereas 
infrastructure and human capital projects take about 30% of the Funds’ budget each. In their turn, 
all Member States (with the exception of Denmark) use aid to investment as their primary regional 
policy instrument. During 1994-1996, for example, 56% of the Member States’ overall state aid 
expenditure was represented by regional investment aid. Furthermore, other types of state aid used 
by the Member States are also motivated by (looming) regional problems. ‘Sectoral aid’ is typically 
disbursed because of the importance of crisis sectors in the regional economy and the unemployment 
consequences of crisis in such sectors‘. Regions where coal, steel, textiles and shipbuilding constitute 
an important part of the regional economy typically have Objective l/&. 92(3)(a) status (in the 
poorer EU countries), or Objective UArt. 92(3)(c) status (in the better-off EU countries). On a more 
general level, rescue and restructuring aid to firms in difficulty other than those in the protected 
sectors may be motivated by regional employment considerations. 

‘Reg~d wncentratim is a crucial determinant for the protection (re. in the form of state aid) of specific industries (Rodrik, 
1995). 
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1.3. EU state aid policy on aid in assisted areas 

So fkr, our argumentation has been that the EU and the Member States’ regional policies ‘treat’ the 
same kind of regional problems - ‘diagnosed’ with low income per capita and high unemployment, 
but regional policy interventions may lead to conflictual outcomes fiom the EU cohesion perspective 
because: (i) EU and national regional policies choose their regional targets by comparing regional 
disparities at different levels; (ii) the outcomes of regional policy interventions may be more or less 
cohesive depending on the relative income position of the Member State and the particular assisted 
regions with respect to EU averages; and (iii) the outcomes of regional intervention depend on which 
is the regional problem that is meant to be solved fht - low income or high unemployment. Also, we 
reminded the reader that investment aid is the primary instrument of regional policy in Europe, at 
both EU and Member State level, and furthermore, other aid types used by the Member States may 
have an underlying regional justification and/or effects on the economic situation of regions. 

Aid that distorts (or threatens to distort) competition on the single market falls under the incidence 
of EU state aid policy, which makes the latter an important instrument in the hands of a Union 
seeking to ensure that the use of aid in regional policy-making throughout Europe is consistent on 
EU cohesion grounds. However, EU state aid policy has as its primordial objective to prevent 
distortions of competition on the internal market, and its mechanisms were developed in such a way 
so as to serve this goal with priority, even if mindful of the EU cohesion aims. 

The following part of this chapter is devoted to an overview of these very intricate mechanisms, and 
in particular those relevant for aid used in assisted regions. Throughout this section, our purpose is 
to underline the policy motivations in the existing rules, and the degree to which EU cohesion 
considerations find their place in the competition policy ones. 

1.3.1. The coverage of EU state aid policy 

Art. 92(1) Rome Treaty prohibits ‘aid granted by a Member State or through state resources in any 
form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings 
or the production of certain goods, in so far as it affects trade between Member States’. According 
to this definition, ‘state aid’ may be any economic measure, whatever its form, that 

- gives to a company (or certain companies) a financial benefit at the expense of the public 
purse; 

- is selective, in other words favours the beneficiaries at the expense of their EU competitors; 
and 

- distorts (or threatens to distort) competition on a cross-border dimension inside the EU. 

Under such an encompassing definition of ‘state aid’, EU state aid policy is obviously a powefil 
instrument for influencing economic activity in the Member States. EU state aid regulation covers 
more than ‘classic’ company subsidies (grants or soft loans), but also indirect forms of public aid such 
as equity participation, state guarantees for loans and selective company tax measures (fiom tax 
deferrals to tax rebates). 
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On the other hand, aid measures fall under the scope of  EU state aid rules only if distorting or 
threatening to distort competition on the internal market. This implies that some economic measures 
in the Member States, although &facto working as subsidies, 'escape' EU state aid scrutiny simply 
because they do not distort competition on the single market. 

1.3.2. The EU class~@cation of state aid measures 

As emphasised above, 'state aid' may be encountered in a variety of  guises. Irrespective of  their 
concrete form, aid measures could be classified in finction o f  their scope of  application (in other 
words, their beneficiaries) and concrete objectives (the purpose for which aid is given). 

e Scope of application. State aid is either tailored for a specific firm (adhoc aid) or is made 
available on similar grounds to a range of  firms satisijmg certain criteria (generic aid 
schemes). The beneficiaries of aid may be either profitable firms, or firms in difficulty. 

Objectiws of aid. As a general rule aid measures are either designed to support investment 
by profitable firms (investment aid) or to help firms in difficulty restore their economic 
competitiveness (ailing aid). 

Imstment aid is, in turn, of two types: aid for physical capital investment, or aid for other forms of  
investment that are considered socially-desirable but which companies would not undertake in the 
absence of support @&D, environmental projects, etc). 

Ailing aid supports a rescue or restructuring operation, or even the temporary running of  companies 
in dficulty. 

In EU state aid regulation, the above types of aid are grouped in three categories: 

- Horizontal aid, which includes (i) investment aid to SMEs, (ii) aid to 'socially-desirable' types 
of investment @&D, environmental protection, employment, training o f  employees) and (iii) 
aid to firms in difficulty (rescue, restructuring, operating aid). 

- Sectoral aid: aid (ivestment or ailing alike) to companies in the 'sensitive' European sectors: 
motor vehicles, steel, shipbuilding, textiles, synthetic fibres, coal, transport, agriculture and 
fisheries. 

- Regional aid: aid to capital investment for regional policy purposes. 

The EU state aid classification appears somehow arbitrary, i f  considering that some of the aid types 
qualified as 'horizontal' and 'sectoral' are actually used in assisted regions: aid to firms in difficulty 
is common in 'industrial decline" regions assisted under Art .  92(3)(c) Rome Treaty, operating aid is 
allowed only in peripheral A r t .  92(3)(a) regions, regional investment aid to companies in the 'sensitive 
sectors' qualifies as 'sectoral', and regional aid to SMEs qualifies as 'horizontal'. 

This classification, however, represents an attempt to qual@ aid types according to the market 
failures they 'treat' and their competition-distorting potential. Aid to physical capital investment is 
singled out because it is considered the only type of  aid justified for regional policy purposes, and is 
consequently allowed only in assisted areas. 'Horizontal' aid measures are considered to treat market 
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failures that do not typically have a regional dimension, and ‘sectoral aid’ is singled out for rigorous 
scrutiny because aid to any firm in the European ‘crisis’ sectors has particularly negative effects on 
competitors elsewhere in the EU. Obviously, the inclusion of  the motor vehicles sector among the 
‘sensitive’ ones is atypical. 

The classification has implications in terms of  transparency of aid expenditures throughout the EU. 
The European Commission compiles its biannual Surveys of  state aid expenditures on the basis o f  
the same classification; therefore the surveys do not provide information as to horizontal and sectoral 
aid expenditures in assisted regions. 

1.3.3. EU state aid regulation 

Art. 92(1) of the Treaty of  Rome prohibits aid with intracommunity competition-distorting effects. 
Notwithstanding the ban, aid expenditures across the EU are substantial. During 1994-1996, state 
aid to the mandacturing sectors amounted to 4.4% of  the total value of  intracommunity trade, or to 
1.4% of the Union’s GDP. During the same period, Germany spent 1,9% of its GDP on state aids, 
and Italy 2,O%’. 

Giving state aid is possible because the Art. 92( 1) Treaty of Rome prohibition is one of  principle. A r t .  

92(2) Treaty of  Rome lists aid measures automatically exempted fiom the ban: aid with social 
character, directly aimed at the consumers, or aid in cases of natural disasters. Art. 92(3) Rome 
Treaty, instead, lists cases in which state aid may be approved: 

- aid to promote the economic development of areas where the standard of living is 
abnormally low or where there is serious underemployment; 

- aid to promote the execution of  an important project of  common European interest or to 
remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of  a Member State; 

- aid to facilitate the development of certain economic activities or of certain economic 
meas, where such aid does not advemely affect tradhg conditions to an extent contrary 
to the common interest [emphasis added]. 

The EU Commission enjoys 111 discretion in applying the A r t .  92(3) exemptions6. For legal certainty 
reasons and because the exemption cases are rather generally formulated, the EU Commission issues 
policy documents (entitled ‘guidelines’, ‘frameworks’, etc.)’ which clari@ whether, under what 
conditions, and following what procedures each type of  aid may be exempted. 

Aid to capital investment may be approved on regional development grounds [bold italics above]. 
Horizontal and sectoral aid measures, instead, may be approved under A r t .  92(3)(c) [italics above], 
including when applied in assisted regions. 

Sixth Survey on State Aid in the EU in the Manufacturing and Certain other Sectors, COM (98) 417 final, 1.07.1998. 
6As confinned by ECJ jurisprudence - see, for example, Cases 730n9 Philib Moms [l0801 ECR 2671 and C-301/87, Fmnce 
v Commission [ 19901 ECR 1-307. 
’ Such acts are legally- binding for the Member States to the extent that agreement on their contents was manifested during 
the consultations preceding their issuing - see Competition Lmv in the European Communities, Vol. ZIB, Explanation of the 
rules applicable to state aid. ECPO 1997. 
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1.3.4. The main policy principles 

When aid is screened for determining whether any of the exemptions under Art .  92(3) apply, the 
Commission verifies whether the aid is fit to serve its objectives - ‘promote regional development’ 
or ‘promote the development of certain economic activities’. Yet aid measures deemed justified on 
such grounds shall not be unconditionally approved. The European Commission imposes limitations 
on the amount of aid and its use (for example, limits on production capacity to be created by the 
aided project, or reductions of productive capacity in the case of firms in dficulty), so as to reduce 
the competition-distorting effects of aid while still allowing it to perform its hnctions. 

The screening of aid requires that the economic justification and effects of aid be evaluated. As a 
general rule the screening of aid relies on four broad policy principles: existence of aid, justii_fication, 
effectiveness and proportondity. Although applied in different ways and to different degrees of 
consistency fiom one type of aid to another, these policy principles can be traced throughout EU 
state aid regulation. 

m 

m 

0 

0 

1.3.5. 

,?%sterne of uid. In essence, this means determining whether an economic measure qualifies 
as prohibited ‘state aid’ under Art .  92( 1) Rome Treaty. If the three cumulative defining 
elements of ‘state aid’ are not met - ‘public expense’, selectivity and cross-border distortion 
of competition, EU state aid regulation does not apply. 

Justification of aid State aid that falls under the prohibition in Art. 92( 1) may nevertheless 
be approved under Art. 92(3) if it serves one of its objectives, or in economic terms, if it 
serves to correct a specific market failure. Ifthat is not the case, the distortion of competition 
implied by the use of aid is unjustified. 

Effectiveness of aid. Aid should be able to perform the objectives for which it is proposed, 
or COK~C!~ the market failure in question. 

PropniomZity of uid. The amount of aid should be limited to what is necessary in order to 
perform its objectives, so that the competition-distorting effects of aid are reduced to a 
minimum. 

The screening of state aid in assisted area  

Regional aid 

The rules for screening regional investment aid are set in ‘regional aid guidelines’ - the version 
currently in force dates fiom 1988*, and contains: (i) the criteria and methodology for designation 
of the ‘assisted area’ status (giving entitlement to the use of regional investment aid), and (ii) a listing 
of the types of aid that can be approved for regional development objectives. 

Commission Communication of 1988 on the method for the application of Art. 92(3)(a) and (c) to r e g i o M I  aid, OJ C 212, 
12.8.1988. 
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e Assisted area status 

The EU Commission interpreted Art. 92(3)(a) Rome Treaty as referring to those regions with most 
serious development handicap with respect to the rest of the Communiv. In fact, before the Iberian 
enlargement, this article was never applied. To iden@ such regions, the methodology employed was 
identical to that of the Structural Funds for Objective 1. Regions at NUTS 111 administrative unit 
level with GDP per capita in PPS of less than 75% of the Community average qualified, and at 
present such areas cover 23.60% of the EU population. 

Instead, the regional exemption in Art.  92(3(c) was applied in such a way as to allow Member States 
some flexiiity to deal with their intemal regional problems1o. In an attempt to achieve a compromise 
between national and EU cohesion objectives, eligibility for Art. 92(3(c) status was determined by 
comparing GDP and/or the unemployment situation of NUTS III level regions with national and EU 
averages (Horn et al., 1991). The current coverage of such regions is of 23.1% of the EU population. 

0 Screening of regional aid 

Whatever its concrete form (direct grant, soft loans, tax allowance or social security contribution), 
regional investment aid is generally disbursed under generic, so-called ‘regional aid schemes’. EU 
state aid rules limit the ‘intensity’” of aid made available to each beneficiary under such schemes. As 
will be seen below, such limits are determined primarily on competition policy considerations (in 
other words, with the purpose of reducing the competition-distorting effects of regional aid) rather 
than EU cohesion ones. 

The determination of the intensity ceilings applicable in each assisted region is a two-step process. 
Firstly, the regional aid guidelines establish ‘maximum intensity ceilings’ for each of the two types 
of assisted regions. Those currently applicable are: (i) 75% net grant equivalent of the initial 
investment cost in Art. 92(3)(a) assisted regions, and (ii) 30% net grant equivalent in Art. 92(3)(c) 
assisted regions. Secondly, specific intensity ceilings are determined for each particular region, 
according to the ‘principle of modulation’. Namely, the EU Commission reserves the discretion to 
determine for each assisted region a ceiling that should reflect the ‘kind, intensity and urgency’ of its 
problems’*. 

The establishing of regional intensity ceilings is arbitrary, because, in the first place, the ‘maximum 
intensity ceilings’ are not based on any kind of economic analysis, and in the second place, the 
specific regional intensity ceilings are actually determined through negotiations with the Member 
States. 

The actual amount of aid given under an approved regional aid scheme (or the ‘actual rate of award’) 
is often below or very close to the specific regional ceiling. (Table 1 in Annex shows the specific 
regional intensity ceilings in the Member States and the actual rates of award in 1996). 

This interpretation of the scope for Art. 92(3)(a) was conhned by the ECJ, see case 24W84 Fedeml Republic ofGermany v 
Commissim [ l987  ECR 4013. 
“An in-m confinned by ECJ jurisprudence - see, for example, Case 24W84 Fedeml Republic ofGermany v Commission 
[1987J, ECR 4013. 
l’ ‘Intensity’ is defined as the proportion of the aid in the total cost of the investment project it assists. 
l2 The ‘principle of modulation’ was introduced in the 1988 regional aid guidelines. 
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It is important to note that the regional ceilings are ‘cumulative’, in the sense that they apply to 
national and Structural Funds aid in its ensemble. In regions assisted by both the Member States and 
the EU, and in particular in Objective l/Art. 92(3(a) regions, Structural Funds ‘support productive 
investment’ by co-financing the national regional aid schemes. At present, there is no accurate 
information as to the proportions taken by national and EU funding. The Sixth State Aid Survey 
mentions, for example, that in Ireland before 1994 the national and EU fbnds were reported together 
for competition policy purposes. The Survey attempts a quantification of the aid element in Structural 
Funds allocations, but warns about the relativity of the results. The only statistics in this sense 
currently available were produced by the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Regional 
Policy, on the basis of the Community Support Frameworks (CSFs) during 1989-1993 (see Table 
2 in Annex). 

The screening for approval of regional aid schemes is conducted in a rather rule-of-thumb manner. 
Schemes are evaluated on two counts: whether the aid intensity proposed complies with the regional 
ceiling, and whether the aid measure addresses and seems likely to solve a concrete regional problem. 
As such, not only is the economic justification for the granting of regional aid not rigorously 
determined, but the evaluation of its effects in terms of EU cohesion is also practically absent. 
Admittedly, such evaluations are difficult to perform for regional aid schemes as a whole, particularly 
since their outcomes and fbture beneficiaries are unknown at the moment of screening. The situation 
has somewhat improved in this respect with the adoption of the Multisectoral Framework Plan, which 
allows individual screening of aid to large investment projects under already-approved regional aid 
schemes. 

The Multisectoral Framework does not apply to regional aid to the ‘sensitive’ sectors (coal, steel, 
shipbuilding, motor vehicles, synthetic flbres), but regional investment aid to such sectors is, at any 
rate, individually screened at the level of each beneficiary. As a general rule, regional aid to such 
sectors can be approved within the limits foreseen by the regional scheme, but the use of aid is tied 
to conditions regardmg creation of production capacity, with the intention to reduce distorting effects 
on other EU producers. 

A case apart is that of regional investment aid to the motor vehicle industry. Recent rules13 (adopted 
before the Multisectoral Framework), introduced in the screening of regional aid to companies in 
this sector, contain, an explicit questioning of the justification of regional aid, as well as a form of 
evaluating the costs and benefits expected. These questions concern: 

0 Economic justification. For aid to be considered for approval, the beneficiary must 
demonstrate having a viable alternative location for its investment. In other words, if the 
beneficiary would invest in the assisted region anyway, the aid is not justified. 

0 Proprtionality (‘cost-beneflt mlysiss)) The amount of aid must be limited to what would 
compensate the beneficiary for the supplementary costs it ensures from investing in a problem 
region (for example, costs arising from lack of infrastructure, logistics, trained workforce, 
sub-contracting structures, etc.). 

0 Comptitiondstorting effects. The production capacity to be created is limited, in order to 
reduce the distorting effects of aid on EU competitors. 

~~ 

” OJ C279/1, 15.9.1997. 
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The above methodology for screening can be criticised on several counts (detailed in Chapter 3), and 
we point out in this context that it does not include an evaluation of the cohesion effects of aid. 

0 Statistical reporting on regional aid expenditures 

In the Commission’s State Aid Surveys, regional aid to ‘sensitive’ sectors is reported under the 
‘sectoral’ headmg. (Table 3 in the Annex shows the regional aid expenditures of the Member States, 
in million ECU, during 1994-1996, for each of the two types of assisted, and regional aid 
expenditures as % in the Member States’ overall state aid expenditure). With such limitations, a 
recent study for the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Regional Policy (European 
Commission, 1998) measured the intensity of regional aid spending in the Member States, this time 
understood as regional aid per inhabitant in assisted areas, during 1989-1993. The findings were that 
the intensity of regional aid spending in Germany’s new Lander, Italy (prior to the demise of the 
Mezmgiorno policy), Luxembourg, and Belgium, was significantly higher than in the four cohesion 
countries. On the other hand, the intensity of regional spending in Spain and Portugal was not 
dissimilar to that of central and northern Member States. A subsequent independent study (EPRC, 
1998) updated the evaluation for the period 1994-1996, and the patterns were found largely 
unchanged. 

Horizontal aid in assisted areas 

As a general rule, horizontal aid measures cover kinds of investment other than physical capital. An 
exemption is horizontal investment aid to SMEs. Under current EU state aid rules, such types of aid 
should be granted under horizontal (cross-country) schemes. This holds particularly true in the case 
of aid to employment (social security concessions, etc.). This ‘preference’ for generic, cross-country 
schemes is justified in the following way: when aid is made available on generic terms (meaning 
across the country and to all companies satisfjlng a number of criteria), it is less likely to favour 
particular firms to the disadvantage of their EU competitors. The implication is that regionally-shaped 
schemes to support such f o m  of investment are not permitted. In compensation, and in recognition 
of the relevance of such forms of aid in regional development contexts, aid given in assisted regions 
under horizontal schemes is permitted up to more generous amounts. 

The amount of investment aid to W‘ is raised with respect to non-assisted regions by topping-up 
regional ceilings, as follows: 10?! gross in Art.  92(3)(c) areas, and 15% gross in Art. 92(3)(a) areas. 
The ceilings are, once again, applicable to national and EU aid added together. 

Only the amount of horizontal aid to SMEs is directly linked to the regional aid ceilings. In the case 
ofR&D aid5, the amount permitted in assisted areas is a top-up to special ceilings (up to 100% gross 
for fbndamental research projects, 50% gross for industrial research projects and 25% gross for 
research related to pro-competitive activities). The top-up is of 10% in Art. 92(3)(a) areas, and 5% 
in Art .  92(3)(c) areas. 

Azd to employent (labour subsidies) on the other hand, is not limited by ceilings - the amount of aid 
to be approved is individually determined for each specific scheme. Interestingly, current ruled6 

“ Community Guidelines on state aid for SMEs, OJ C 213,23.7.19%. 
Is Communiy Fmntmrk for state aid for R&D, OJ C 45,17.2.1996. 

Guidelines on aid to employment, OJ C 334, 12.12.1995. 
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foresee no special treatment of employment aid in assisted areas. Employment aid measures destined 
to create jobs are allowed, while those to maintain jobs are prohibited (such as operating aid for the 
running of firms). 

As a final observation, we r d  that State Aid Surveys do not provide information about horizontal 
investment aid expenditures in assisted areas. 

Aid to firms in difficulty in assisted areas 

Restructuring and operating aid is subject to individual screening, whether granted ad hoc or under 
a generic scheme (such schemes exist in several countries for ‘industrial decline’ regions, and in 
Germany for the New Linder). Under current rules”, rescue or restructuring aid is screened on the 
following counts: 

0 Viabilty - the rescue or restructuring plan aided must be appropriate in order to restore the 
aided firm’s economic viability (or competitiveness). 

0 ProprtionuZity - the amount of aid should be strictly limited to (at maximum) the cost of the 
rescue or restructuring operation. 

0 Limitation of competition-distorting effects - the aid is approved on conditions related to 
reduction of idle capacity. 

When the f h s  in di.f€iculty are located in assisted areas - as they often are, especially in the case of 
‘industrial decline’ regions - the conditions on the reduction of idle capacity are less strict. 

The way that aid to firms in difficulty is currently screened for approval has several shortcomings: 
(i) the question whether aid is economically justified is never asked; and (ii) there are few agreed 
concrete criteria for determining whether a restructuring plan is viable anyway. 

State Aid Surveys, once again, do not provide data on rescue and restructuring aid expenditures in 
assisted areas. According to our own calculations, based on rescue and restructuring decisions listed 
in the 1997 Annual Report on Competition Policy, in 1997 Germany committed a total of 5 188.75 
million ECU of such aid for the new Liinder. Of course, the aid will be disbursed over a period of a 
few years, but is an indication not only of the fact that the restructuring of the East German economy 
is fir fiom accomplished, but also of certain economic policy choices. Aid to firms in difficulty is not 
comparable in volume to the regional investment aid given in East Germany (during 1994-1996, 
regional aid to the new Lander amounted to a yearly average of 11550.9 million ECU), but is still 
considerable. 

In concZusion, under current EU state aid rules, investment aid (whether for capital investment or for 
other kinds of socially-desirable investment) is generally allowed under generic schemes. The 
screening of such schemes in terms of their economic justification and effectiveness (or ability to 
achieve their proposed objectives) is not based on rigorous criteria. On the other hand, limits 
(ceilings) on the intensity of aid are mainly designed to prevent distortions of competition in the 
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single market and are arbitrarily established. Overall, the screening process for investment aid 
schemes lack a concrete evaluation of its cohesion effects. 

Nor is aid to firms in difficulty located in assisted regions evaluated on cohesion criteria. For that 
matter, an assessment of the economic justification for restructuring aid is practically absent. 

Regional investment aid to f s  in ‘sensitive sectors’ is more rigorously screened - but rather in 
terms of the sectoral implications of aid than its cohesion effects. 

The regional ceilings limiting the amount of regional aid are relevant for sectoral investment aid 
(provided under regional aid schemes) and investment aid to SMEs, whereas the amounts of aid to 
f h s  in difficulty and horizontal investment aid in general is limited on proportionality criteria. 

1.3.6 The changes implied by the new Regional Aid Guidelines and the Multisectoral 
Framework 

Reductions of geographical coverage for national regional policies 

The application of the new Regional Aid Guidelines will reduce the coverage of national regional 
policies fiom the current 46.9 % of the EU population to 42.7%. 

In so fir as Art. 92(3Xa) coverage is concerned, the eligibility criteria are maintained. Nevertheless, 
while previously regions at NUTS 11 level were considered but account was taken of the situation 
at NUTS 111 level, the new guidelines focus exclusively on NUTS 11 regions. This may affect the 
eligibility of some regions currently qualifjmg. Independent studies or an independent study 
(e.g.Wishlade, 1998) estimate the resulting coverage at 19.26% of the EU population. 

Art.  92(3)(c) overall coverage is determined by deducting the Art. 92(3)(a) coverage fiom the total 
limit of 42.7%. Thus, the likely overall coverage of this article will be of 23.44% of the EU 
population. The eligibility methodology in the previous guidelines is maintained, with the difference 
that this time it applies in order to determine the share that each Member State will be allocated fiom 
the o v d  total of Art.  92(3)(c) mentioned above. For each Member State, this share may not exceed 
50% of the national population not covered by Art. 92(a). At the same time, the national shares will 
be adjusted to include all regions that have lost Art. 92(3)(a) status and low density population 
regions. 

Should the overall ceiling of A r t .  92(3)(c) be exceded after such calculations and adjustments, those 
Member States not affected by the adjustments will need to take on the burden of reducing their 
assisted areas, so as to bring the total down to the envisaged ceiling. 

Once the country shares of Art. 92(3)(c) coverage are determined, Member States will propose their 
list of regions and the quantitative indicators on the basis of which eligibility should be established. 
Up to five simple or combined indicators may be used, showing significant disparities (at least half 
standard deviation) compared with the average of the potential Art. 92(3)(c) regions concerned. The 
European Commission specified that it will accept only ‘relevant indicators’, but this is no guarantee 
that indicators such as trend and structure of unemployment, demographic pressures, structure of 
economic activity would not be employed in a discretionary manner, without a set of criteria for 
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analysis, as occurred in the past (Yuill et al., 1996). (Table 4 in the Annex shows independent 
estimates of the resulting coverage by country and type of assisted areas - see Wishlade 1998). 

Overlapping with regions assisted by the Structural Funds 

Art. 92(3)(a) and the new Objective 1 regions assisted by the EU Structural Funds will hlly overlap. 
The new Objective 2 regions will not exceed 18% of the EU population (industrial decline areas in 
particular lo%, rural areas 5 %, urban areas 2% and fisheries areas 1%). Thus, the Art. 92(3)(c) 
areas will exceed them in coverage, but should contain them in "concentric circles"'*. Regions 
qualrtjllng for EU assistance under Objective 2 will be considered for designation under Art. 92(3)(c). 
On the other hand, the European Commission will not accept under Objective 2 regions not covered 
by Art. 92(3)(c). However, in "duly justified cases", the Commission may include other regions in 
the new Objective 2, up to 2% of the national population not covered by Objective 1. 

Reduction of overall regional aid expenditures 

The EU Commission hopes to derive a reduction of the overall regional aid expenditure throughout 
the EU as a result of the following measures: 

0 the contraction of the maps for national regional policies 

0 the lowering of maximum intensity ceilings for regional aid (the new Regional aid guidelines 
reduce the ceilings from 75% to 50% net grant equivalent (nge) in Art. 92(3)(a) regions, and 
from 30% to 25% in Art. 92(3)(c) regions) 

0 the case-by-case determination of the amount of regional aid to large investment projects, 
under the Multisectoral Framework. 

The Multisectoral Framework requires notification for approval of regional aid to investment projects 
over 50 million ECU for which the proposed aid intensity (national and Structural Funds aid 
cumulated) is more than half of the regional intensity permitted, or the aid per job 
creatddkguarded is of more than 40 000 ECU. The Framework started to apply since September 
1998, for a trial period of 3 years, and at present does not apply to regional aid to 'sensitive sectors'. 

The amount of regional aid to be permitted is determined through a formula: 

A = R x T x I x M  

where A = aid intensity approved, R = aid intensity of the regional scheme (in the case of ad hoc aid, the 
regional ceiling), T = competition Eactor, I = capital-labour ratio, M = regional impact factor. 
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The competition factor (T) consists of one of the following coefficients: 

0.25 

overcapacity or facing Overcapacity problems 
sector with structural power ofthebeneficiary sector with serious 
capacity expansion in a reinforces the market capacity expansion in a 

no such effects likely projects leads to same, plus the aid assistedproject leads to 
1 0.75 0.50 

or facing industrial decline in demand 
decline 

The ccpital-labour ratio fl is also a competition factor, weighing the competition-distorting effects 
of aid to be proportional with the capital intensity of the project. 

Capitaylabour aid 
ratio* (Ecu 000s) 

> 1000 701-1000 40 1-700 200-400 < 200 

1 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

* Total amount of capital divided by number of jobs creatdsafeguarded. 

The regionaZ impact indicator (U) tops up the amount of aid otherwise reduced by (T) and (I) in 
hc t ion  of the number of direct and indirect jobs createdlsafeguarded by the project in the region. 

High impact (>loo)* Low impact (-30%) Medium impact (50% 
to 100% 

Art. 92(3)(a) regions 
1 1.1 1.2 Art. 92(3)(c) regions 
1 1.25 1.5 

* degree of indirect jobs created in the regions per unit of direct jobs created. 

To conclude, it is likely that the measures contained in the new Regional Aid Guidelines and the 
Multisectoral Framework will lead to a reduction in the overall volume of regional aid in the EU. 
However, the underlying policy objective at their adoption was to reduce regional aid expenditures 
in the better-off Member States, while the lower ‘maximum intensity ceilings’ appear to mainly affect 
the poorer EU Member States (see in this sense the current regional aid ceilings in Table 1, Annex). 
At the same time, the Multisectoral Framework is a step forward towards a more thorough screening 
of regional aid to large investment projects, but falls short of including a proper evaluation of the 
economic justification (need) for regional aid and of its cohesion effects. It is unlikely though that, 
at present, the Member States would have accepted more than the automatic formula provided by 
the Framework. 

Nevertheless, with respect to horizontal and sectoral aid in assisted areas it can be said: 

e The reduced regional aid ceilings have no implications for horizontal investment aid in 
assisted areas, with the exception of aid to SMEs (which is allowed up to amounts calculated 
on the basis of topping-up the regional ceilings). 

0 There are no policy changes with respect to aid to firms in difficulty in assisted areas. 
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0 The overall volume of regional investment aid to 'sensitive sectors' may be reduced because 
its amount is determined for each beneficiary on the basis of the regional ceilings. However, 
this remains a hypothesis since at present there is no systematic information on the actual 
volume of regional investment aid to 'sensitive' sectors in assisted areas. 
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CHAPTER 2: ARE COHESION POLICIES COHERENT? ECONOMIC 
PRINCIPLES FOR ASSESSING THE TENSIONS BETWEEN STATE AIDS 
AND REGIONAL POLICY 

Summary of arguments: 

The coherence of state aids and regional policy instruments can be assessed at both 
microeconomic and macroeconomic level. 
Microeconomic tensions may arise because state aids policy and regional policies both screen 
aid to projects, but use different criteria of evaluation. 
This creates incompatibilities: projects acceptable under one set of criteria may not be 
acceptable under the other. 
Nonetheless, the two types of policy should not use the same criteria. 
This is partly because the projects are financed from different sources. 
And also because of different assignments of Treaty responsibilities. 
Thus it is reasonable to seek to eliminate unnecessary inconsistencies, but not to hope for 
complete compatibility between the criteria of evaluation used by the two sets of policies. 
To improve compatibfity, there should be explicit use of cost-benefit analysis of those state 
aids in assisted areas that appear on a first screening to threaten to distort competition, we 
discuss procedures to achieve this. 
At the macroeconomic level, tensions may arise because even state aids that do not distort 
competition may contribute to inefficient economic management and slow growth, thereby 
perpetuating a region's dependence on regional assistance. 

Microeconomic and macroeconomic sources of tension 

In this chapter we discuss some general reasons why there will always be a risk of tension between 
state aids policy and regional policy in the European Union. This tension may arise at a 
microeconomic or a macroeconomic level. What is the distinction between the two, and why is it 
important? 

By microeconomic sources of tension, we refer to the different procedures used for screening 
projects under regional policy and under state aid control. The Structural Funds and the control of 
state aids are two mechanisms through which EU policy aims to influence economic activity in the 
Member States in harmony with the cohesion objective. Both involve the EU in evaluating projects 
that commit resources to finance economic activity in the Member States. But these two sets of 
policies operate in very different ways, and bring to the evaluation of aid projects different criteria. 
In the next section we suggest that there are good reasons why these criteria should be different, but 
that care should be taken to avoid unnecessary incompatibilities. 

Microeconomic evaluation of projects takes as given the overall macroeconomic circumstances of 
the economy, such as the levels of taxes and unemployment, and uses these to calculate the true (or 
'shadofl costs and benefits of a project to the economy. But both state aids and regional policy are 
important enough to have an impact on the economy at a macroeconomic level; they can significantly 
alter tax rates, and levels of spending, and as a result they may affect the economy's overall rate of 
growth. Whether these policies are deployed wisely is not just a matter of concern to the individual 
assisted area, or even just to the Member State within which it falls, since it is as a result of low 
incomes or high unemployment that the assisted area qualifies for assistance in the first place. 
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Ineffective regional or state aid policies may prolong the dependence of the area on assistance at the 
expense of other Member States. 

We examine more closely these sources of tension in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 

2.3. Microeconomic sources of tension 

2.3.1. The inevitability of inconsistency 

As we have indicated, the Structural Funds and the control of state aids both involve the EU in 
evaluating projects that commit resources to finance economic activity in the Member States. But 
they operate in very different ways, and evaluate the projects concerned according to different criteria 
of evaluation. The Structural Funds involve the expenditure of the EU's own resources, together with 
the resources of Member States, in an attempt to raise income levels in the less prosperous regions 
of the Union. State aid control is not about spending EU resources but about screening the proposals 
Member States make for spending their own resources. And the question to be asked about state aids 
is not whether they represent a good use of Member States' own resources but (according to Article 
92(1)) whether they distort competition in the common market. Only ifthe answer to this question 
is positive does it become appropriate to argue in mitigation (under Article 92(3)) that the resources 
in question serve to raise income levels of less prosperous regions. 

Given the different character of these two kinds of policy, it is hardly surprising that there is potential 
for inconsistency between them, or that the rigorous application of one may detract from the effective 
implementation of the other. It is clear that if different criteria of evaluation are used under the two 
types of policy, it will sometimes happen that projects acceptable under one set of criteria are 
unacceptable under the other. Inconsistency may arise for one of two main reasons: 

Who pays? The source of the resources expended in the two cases are not the same. EU 
Structural Funds are financed from the EU's own resources, and therefore come out of the 
pocket of the average taxpayer in the EU as a whole. Projects financed under the Structural 
Funds are therefore at the partial expense of the average EU taxpayer (and partly at the 
expense of the Member State's average taxpayer, depending on the proportion of co- 
financing). Some state aids, however, are financed soZeZy from the Member State's own 
resources, and therefore come out of the pocket of the average taxpayer in the Member State 
concerned. Whether a given project contributes to cohesion depends not just on who benefits 
but also on who pays. Consider, for example, aid to a project in the Lisbon area. Assume the 
project is not quite profitable according to ordinary criteria of cost-benefit analysis, but the 
question arises whether it contributes sufficiently to cohesion to compensate for this. Lisbon 
is poor relative to the EU as a whole but rich relative to the rest of Portugal. To the extent 
that the project is financed from EU resources it piobably contributes to cohesion, since it 
involves a transfer to Lisbon from the rest of the EU. To the extent that it is financed from 
Portuguese taxes it probably damages national cohesion, since it involves a transfer to Lisbon 
from the rest of Portugal. 

a whose Initiative? The EU has quite different responsibilities with respect to state aid control 
and the management of the Structural Funds. Where the Structural Funds are concerned, the 
EU's responsibility concerns whether the expenditures indeed advance the EU goals of 
cohesion. This in turn involves the satisfaction of two criteria. First, is the region in which it 
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takes place one of those designated as beneficiaries of EU regional aid? Secondly, which is 
conditional on the first, is the expenditure reasonably productive? That is, does it actually 
raises income in the region concerned to a satisfactory degree (in the case of Objective 1 
areas), or does it suf€iciently reduce unemployment (in the case of Objective 2 areas)? When 
it comes to state aid control, by contrast, the Treaty gives the EU the right to intervene only 
if the expenditure 'distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain 
undertakings or the production of certain goods'. It is true that the latter criterion is vague, 
but only by coincidence would it screen projects in the same way as the former. If a given 
state aid project does indeed threaten to distort competition, however, one of the grounds on 
which it may be exempted is that it promotes the development of a region with abnormally 
low living standards. 

2.3.2. How much consistency can we reasonably hope to achieve? 

Our argument so far has shown that the screening process in state aid control and that in the 
Structural Funds give different answers because they ask different questions. And they are 
constrain4 to ask different questions because they reflect different Treaty responsibilities, and also 
because they involve the expenditure of resources fiom different pockets. However, that does not 
mean that consistency is irrelevant. On the contrary, the least one can hope for is that these policies 
will ask similar questions whenever their Treaty responsibilities allow them to do so. And it is also 
reasonable to hope that, when and to the extent that these policies do ask similar questions, they 
employ criteria which will lead to similar answers. 

There does not seem much scope for consistency between the questions required by Art. 92( 1) and 
those required by the Structural Funds. Whether aid distorts competition depends upon the 
conditions of competition in the markets concerned and not upon whether the region is eligible for 
special treatment under EU regional policy. So, in particular, if aid does not distort competition, there 
is no legal basis for the EU to intervene in its allocation on the grounds of its contribution or lack of 
contribution to the cohesion objective. Still less is there a basis for the EU to criticise it on grounds 
of general efficiency. Ifthe aid is a waste of the Member State's own resources, but does not distort 
competition, Art. 92 (1) gives the EU no right to intervene. 

However, if the aid does distort competition, Art. 92(3) then legitimises the posing of very similar 
questions to those required by the allocation of Structural Funds. If aid to a project distorts 
competition, then one important argument in its defence is that it contributes to raising the income 
or solving the unemployment problems of a region that is particularly deserving on cohesion grounds. 
If a region is deserving of the EU's tax resources on cohesion grounds, then it is also deserving on 
those same grounds of the EU's indulgence for any distortions of competition it may inflict on other 
Member States in pursuit of the cohesion objective. 

To this extent it is reasonable for the list of eligible regions for Structural Funds to be the same as 
the list of regions eligible for indulgent treatment in the event that their state aids risk inflicting 
distortions of competition in the common market. The recent changes which require congruence 
between the lists of regions eligible for EU aid and those eligible for favourable treatment under 
Member States' own aid are indeed based on a reasonable idea. This idea is that cohesion may require 
a sacrifice of efficiency in the use of the resources of the remainder of the EU, and the regions in 
which this sacrifice can reasonably be required should be the same under the two types of policy. 
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However, this does not imply that the criteria for evaluation of projects in the regions concerned 
should therefore be the same. Even if projects take place in underdeveloped regions, this does not 
(or should not) imply that they are automatically approved. It needs to be shown that they do indeed 
contribute to the cohesion objective. As we have already pointed out, the resources for Structural 
Funds and for state aids come from two different pockets. State aids are paid for by the taxpayers 
of Member States, while Structural Funds are paid for by the taxpayers of the whole EU. This means 
that the stringency of the tests a given state aid project needs to pass before it can be deemed to 
contribute to the cohesion objective should depend on whether the region is underdeveloped relative 
to the Member State rather than relative to the EU as a whole. 

2.3.3 The criteria for screening 

In this section we consider what the criteria for screening ought to be to ensure that the risk of 
inconsistency between state aid and regional policy is kept to a reasonable minimum. 

We begin with state aid. Art .  92(1) States that ‘save as otherwise provided in this Treaty, any aid 
granted by a Member State or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or 
threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods 
shall, in so flu as it affects trade between Member States, be incompatible with the common market’. 
Clearly the substance of the article lies in the interpretation of the notion of distortion of competition. 

Besley and Seabright (1999) have considered in detail the principles that govern the diagnosis of a 
distortion of competition. For this to happen there needs to be significant market power exerted by 
the f h  in question. They propose a policy rule in the form of a series of questions that can be asked 
about a proposed measure of aid. They begin by presuming that a particular measure has been 
identified as constituting aid. For this to be so, a firm or group of firms must be treated more 
favourably than other similar firms in the same jurisdiction. Then they propose the following 
questions: 

(1) Is the actual beneficiary of the aid (in the case of ad hoc aids) or any of the likely beneficiaries 
(m the case of generic schemes) in a position to exert significant market power in either 
output or input markets? If not, the aid can be declared legal. 

(2) If the answer to question 1) is ‘yes’, would this market power, in conjunction with the 
granting of the aid, create a significant net negative cross-border externality (or spiZZover 
effect)? If not, the aid can be declared legal. 

In question (2), note the importance of identifjing a ne? negative cross-border externality. It should 
not be enough merely to show that some third party (such as a competitor) might be damaged by the 
state aid in question, for there may be others (such as consumers) who would benefit. 

If the answers to questions (1) and (2) are both ‘yes’, the aid in question does distort competition, 
and the question therefore arises whether there are compensating arguments on cohesion grounds 
that might justie granting the aid in spite of this distortion. 

To answer this question it is unavoidable that some kind of cost-benefit analysis be undertaken. It 
would not be enough to show that the project takes place in an assisted area, since it might not 
actually contribute to cohesion in that area, or it might do so at unacceptable cost. 
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We recommend therefore that the following structured list of questions should be asked of all state 
aid projects that, on a first screening, do threaten to distort competition in the common market (in 
other words, that generate a positive answer to questions (1) and (2): 

Does the project take place in one of the Objective 1 or Objective 2 assisted areas? If not, 
there are no cohesion grounds for accepting the risks to competition posed by the project 
(there may, however, be other grounds, such as aid to SMEs or to =D). 
Ifthe answer to question 3) is positive, does the project contribute to increasing income or 
employment in the area concerned? This involves assessing its benefits, suitably weighted by 
the extent of backwardness of the area concerned. 
What are the costs of the project in terms of the tax resources used to finance it? This 
involves weighing the fiscal costs according to the backwardness of the regions fiom which 
the tax resources come. For instance, if the aid is fiom the Portuguese national budget, its 
contribution to cohesion will depend on the average income of the assisted area relative to 
Portuguese national income. If the aid comes from the budget of the Land government of 
Bavaria, its contriiution to cohesion will depend on the average income of the assisted area 
relative to the average income of the Bavarian region. 

Administrative and time constraints will obviously l i t  the rigour with which this analysis can be 
performed. But we believe that microeconomic consistency cannot be achieved unless some 
approximation to this analysis is undertaken. 

2.4. Macroeconomic tensions 

The indicators assessing the stance of cohesion in the EU are macroeconomic: GDP per capita and 
regional employment. It follows that, for aid projects proposed on cohesion grounds, a standard 
microeconomic cost-benefit analysis, assessing the effectiveness of the aid project at microeconomic 
level, may not be sufficient. If the distortionary consequences of state aid are to be accepted on 
cohesion grounds, then it must be certain that state aid effectively contributes to its macroeconomic 
objectives. The Value-added or number ofjobs created or preserved by a single firm because of state 
aid is irrelevant in a macroeconomic perspective, where what counts is regional development and job 
creation. This implies that a cost-benefit analysis of aid projects proposed in assisted areas should 
take into account not only the effectiveness of state aid at the microeconomic level, but also its 
repercussions on the total regional macro-economy via adjustment reactions of all other economic 
agents. Finally, the impact for other EU countries and regions is not to be forgotten. 

2.4.1. Mcroeconomic effectiveness and macroeconomic ineffectiveness 

Since economic cohesion is a long-run policy objective, one should distinguish between the short- 
term and long-term effects of aid. The short-term effects are those that can be directly and 
immediately felt, and fiom a short-term perspective it may appear that the sole agent affected by state 
aid is the recipient itself, whereas the only costs accrue to the taxpayer. In the case where aid is 
effective at the microeconomic level, the short-run effects on the region will be unambiguously 
positive and can be directly attributed to the policy. But an evaluation of the long-term effects of 
state aid is more complex, because it should take into account the adjustment reactions of all other 
economic agents who together determine the macroeconomic development of the region. 
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A ‘standard‘ microeconomic cost-benefit analysis underestimates the true long-run effects of aid. In 
the first place, it tends to neglect the microeconomic dead-weight losses induced by higher effective 
levels of  taxation. At the macroeconomic level, higher levels of  effective taxation have a negative 
impact on growth and employment, as empirically observed (Daveri and Tabellini, 1997). In the 
second place, the microeconomic efficiency losses resulting from the possible distortion of 
competition by aid” (for example, investment is attracted to a region where the economic return on 
total investment is lower, but where the economic return on private investment is higher because of 
partial state aid financing of  the investment project) imply that the government will voluntarily 
forsake specific tax revenues and be obliged to increase effective taxation on other agents in order 
to ilnance its expenditures. 

The significance ofthe above-mentioned problems obviously depends on the magnitude of  state aid 
expenditure relative to the size of the financing govemment. As a rule of  thumb, the long-term losses 
will be lower the larger the non-targeted region@) relative to the targeted one. While the positive 
effects in the targeted region may still be substantial - bearing part of the costs of  aid, but reaping 
its full benefits - the costs imposed on the non-targeted regions may be less noticeable. 

Even more important than the finance-related spillovers of  aid are its behavioural spillovers on the 
other agents in the economy. On the positive side, there are various potential positive spillover effects 
that may reinlbrce the cohesive impact of  state aid: 

0 Attracting an important investor to a region may trigger additional investment through 
location externalities (intermediate good linkages, Marshallian cost linkages, knowledge 
spillovers). In the automobile industry, for example, such spillovers are supposed to be 
substantial. 

0 The ‘investment under uncertainty’ literature (e.g. Bernanke (1983) and Stiglitz (1989)) 
suggests that the attraction of  one large investor alone to a depressed region may, through 
its signalling effects, reduce the uncertainty for other investors and give them the necessary 
confidence to investment. 

0 Long periods of  unemployment lead to skill depreciation and make re-employment more 
difficult. By preventing or reducing unemployment in the case of  inflexible labour markets, 
state aid may effectively prevent a regional decline of average human capital, which is an 
important determinant of regional income. 

On the negative side, it must be taken into consideration that state aid, especially i f  it is of  
macroeconomic relevance at the regional level, might create moral hazard problems that can 
engender dynamic reactions which negatively affect long-run regional development. From this 
perspective, the following possible effects should be taken into consideration: 

0 Qmmic efec& triggered by rent-seekingflms: the fact that governments grant state aid to 
some firms may lead others to seek the same treatment. Firms can press for state aid through 
delaying investment decisions or threatening to lay-off part of their work force. 

l9 One can, of course, discuss whether the distorting effects of state aid constitute an efficiency loss or the conection of (social) 
efficiency losses fiom unbalanced economic developments. The macroeconomic consequences, however, are the same. 
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0 Dynamic effects triggered by rent-seeking governments: aid that is successfbl at the 
microeconomic level might lead to 'state aid addiction' for regional governments, and state 
aid may come to be seen as a panacea for every possible problem, especially since the bulk 
of the fbnds comes from outside the region. Regional governments might feel less responsible 
for contributing effectively to regional development by other means, especially if  this requires 
taking measures that are unpopular in the short term2'. 

m Dynamic effects triggered by wage policy adiustments: state aid per se usually contributes 
to increased labour productivity in the supported findsector. If this leads to wage increases 
and ifthe wage increases also affect wage-setting patterns in other firms in the region which 
have not benefited from government support, the long-run effect on regional output and 
employment may prove negative. In the case o f  defensive state aid, there is a clear moral 
hazard problem that wage setters may consider state aid as a government bail-out preserving 
them from the negative consequences o f  ill-considered decision-making. 

0 Political dynamics of protection: independent o f  whether aid measures are positive in 
macroeconomic terms, they certainly benefit their direct recipients. Because o f  the 
asymmetric division of  perceived benefits and costs, a preference for giving and maintaining 
aid may result from the election process through successfbl lobbying even though the 
macroeconomic outcome may be negative". 

In actual practice, the above-described dynamics ofken intertwine in practice, rendering the change 
of  policies found ineffective even more costly in the short term: wage rigidities may have already 
risen, dependencies may have already been created, etc. Nevertheless, the potential for long-run 
problems from the use o f  state aid may vary in importance in function o f  the specific institutional 
situations in regions and countries. 

2.4.2. National versus EU aid 

The evaluation of  EU aid differs from that of  national state aid in two important aspects. On the 
positive side, the effective impact of EU aid on the region targeted should be greater, simply because 
the tax burden falls to a much larger degree on taxpayers outside the region (for national state aid, 
the burden falls on the average national taxpayer). On the negative side, the fact that the financial cost 
of  aid does not fall on the shoulders on the national electorate diminishes the incentive to use the aid 
properly, in other words to seek a maximum economic returnu. 

Another issue is that cohesion objectives are always defined in relative terms (GDP per capita relative 
to the national/EU average, unemployment relative to the national average). By looking at relative 
income and not at absolute income (which is a better indicator o f  the effective wealth of  a country), 
however, one comes to bizarre findings: 

Modeling this moral hazard problem could be done along the lines of Herve (1998). 
zL The underlying theoretical models are from Becker ( 1983, 1985). 

The reason is that the electorate is far less likely to criticise the waste of foreign money than the waste of "own" money. This 
is also the justification for putting the use of EU Structural Funds under the Commission's control and for the CO-financing 
principle applied to EU-supported projects. 
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0 Assume that national state aid is detrimental to growth because of the problems mentioned 
in the preceding section. If granted in a poor country, the result is bad in view of the EU 
cohesion objective. Egranted in a rich country, the result is good on EU cohesion grounds=. 

0 Even without taking into account production and trade spillovers, successfbl state aid policies 
in richer countries may be viewed as non-cohesive from an EU perspective, simply because 
they raise the EU-average GDP per capita and thus automatically reduce the relative income 
position of regions whose income per capita remains unchanged. 

0 Similarly, successful EU state aid policies in Objective 2 regions may effectively run counter 
to Objective 1 even if there are no economic spillovers, simply because cohesion is defined 
in relative terms. 

0 Successful EU state aid policies may increase regional disparities at the national level. This 
paradoxical outcome may have specifically occurred in the three small cohesion countries 
(Greece, Ireland and Portugal) which currently enjoy Objective 1 status as a whole temtory. 
Such countries perceive EU state aid not as regional state aid, but in fact as national state aid. 
In the past, it has been the case that their capitals (Athens, Dublin and Lisbon) benefited 
disproportionately from state aid. Hence, national disparities arose without the absolute 
income position of the periphery necessarily worseninc. 

In addition, the fact that regions with a GDP per capita below 75% of the EU average get substantial 
financial support from the EU Structural Funds creates a substantial moral hazard problem 'being 
poor pays'. The resulting incentive problems are manifold: 

0 The nationalh-egional government may not be interested in an effective use of state aid. It 
comes cheaper and regional welfare may actually be higher if the relative income position of 
the region stays below the 75% threshold and the EU continues to pay. 

0 The national government may choose to re-direct its state aid expenditure to other objectives 
which do not get EU financial support. The poorest regions stay poorer for a longer period, 
and the country as a whole is entitled for a longer period to EU assistance. 

0 For regions that may just fall short of the criterion qualifjnng for Objective 1, ineffective state 
aid policy may lower per capita income and thereby re-qualiQ the region for EU funding, 
which in inter-temporal terms, may in fact be an optimal strategy. 

"Such interptations abound in EU priactice. The European always underlines as a success story the positive development of GDP 
per capita in the cohesion countries relative to the EU average in the 1990s, usually forgetting to mention the contribution of the 
strong recessions that disproportionately affected the richer countries in the early 1990s. 

On the contrary, governments claim that it actually improved: the investors that were attracted would never have invested in the 
periphq, investment in the capitals was positive for the total macroeconomy, and indirectly some of the benefits trickled down 
to the periphery (e.g. higher fiscal revenues could be redirected to the periphery), improving its absolute position. 
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2.4.3. The macroeconomic criteria for evaluating stale aid 

In this section, we propose a list of questions that should be asked in order to evaluate the 
macroeconomic impact of state aid: 

Is there a need for using state aid? In macroeconomic terms, the answer to this question 
requires a rigorous examination of the sources of the regional problems, taking into account 
the dynamics of interaction among regional economic agents. First of all, this implies ven.fjing 
whether alternative (and perhaps equally costly in financial terms) forms of regional policy 
intervention could not have brought about superior results. If the main regional problem to 
be addressed is low GDP per capita, an obvious alternative is to improve regional public 
infhtructure (especially if it can be shown that the infrastructure endowment of the region 
is relatively wdoutdated) which has potentially large positive spillover effects on private 
investog. Ifinstead the main regional problem is unemployment due to negative asymmetric 
shocks, a superior alternative to defensive state aid measures might be to use the financial 
resources for human capital investment programmes, and thus target the issue of skills 
mismatch that may impede re-employability of people laid off in the sectordcompanies in 
crisis26. If the economic justification for aid is convincing, the next questions is 

Does aid contribute to increase employment/GDP per capita in the targeted region with 
respect to the other regzons? (relative macroeconomic effectiveness). This is the question 
most directly l i e d  to the EU cohesion objective, which is defined in relative terms. If the 
aid is not effective fiom the relative macroeconomics point of view, it is a useless regional 
policy instrument. If the answer to this question is positive, the next to be asked is: 

Does aid contribute to increased regional employment/GDP in the region targeted in 
absolute terms? (absolute macroeconomic effectiveness).While the cohesion objective is 
expressed in relative terms, the underlying assumption of policy-makers is that the catching- 
up process will bring absolute positive effects in the region targeted. However, convergence 
can also be achieved the other way around. In this case, state aid hardly constitutes a usefbl 
regional policy instrument. faced with the two following alternatives: (i) real disparities 
between regions widen but both targeted and the affected region(s) are better off,  or (ii) real 
disparities diminish but all regions are worse off We deem the first outcome preferable. 

The macroeconomic effectiveness of aid can also be assessed on a time dimension. From this 
perspective, aid measures may fall into one of the following three categories: 

0 Aid that is eflective both in the short-term and the long-term. Long-term effectiveness is a 
kind of sustainabity criterion and requires that aid have positive lasting effects even after it 
is no longer disbursed; otherwise, it could not be a successhl supply-side policy. For 
example, attracting investment with aid would not be successfbl if the investors leave the 
region after the phasing out of the aid2'. 

The most important M t  of providmg (&-)public goods is that, by not establishmg a bias in favour of a specific fdsector,  
it will let the market decide which new f d s e c t o r s  develop in the region; this outcome may provide a better fit to the region's 
comparative advantages. 
In practice, efficiency assessments are more complex because the first-best policy will usually not be found by an either/or 

decision between altemative policy instruments, but result from a policy mix of several alternatives (Murphy et al. (1989)). 
Such an outcome is only possible if the share of sunk costs in total investment costs is fairly high. 
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0 Aid is eJective only in the short run, and long tenn-eflects are neutral. Since the short- term 
gains may still be of considerable political and social value, such aid may still be positive. 

0 Aid is eflectiw in the short term, but long-tern overall ntarrcleconomic eflects are negative. 
In this case, state aid should clearly be rejected: achieving per capita income convergence is 
by definition a long-term objective, as is the objective of preventing employment disparities: 
reducing regional disparities in the short term at the cost of  their rising in the future is hardly 
cohesive. 

Where the long-tenn effects are non-negative, the analysis should continue with testing for efficiency 
by comparing alternative kinds of  regional policy or state aid intervention. If the short-term and the 
long-term benefits are highest for one intervention altemative, the choice of the most efficient project 
is clear. A more dacult choice to make would be when the short-term benefits are higher in more 
than one casea. In this hypothesis, given that the ultimate goal of  cohesion policies is to achieve 
long-term regional development effects, preference should be given to the altemative that delivers 
in this respect. To find out the best alternative, Herve and Holzmann (1998) proposed to take a 
present value approach and use long-term market interest rates as discounting factors. 

In conclusion, we stress that the macroeconomic evaluation of the impact o f  aid requires intricate 
analysis and an understanding of the dynamic interactions o f  fiscal policy and the behaviour of  
multiple economic agents. The challenge is not insurmountable: past state aid policies provide 
considerable empirical evidence on the linkages between agents. 

"?his is clearly not unrealistic: it is often claimed at EU level that the employment intensity of regional state aid is higher than 
the finamng ofpublic h!h&u&m; howev, this is true only in the short-term. It is a special feature of public hfhstmcture that 
the emnomic returns take a considerably longer amount of time to materialise; on the other hand, mhstructure will encourage 
all future private investment A @ l a  that may be relevant bae is simply that it is considerably more diffkult to detect the exact 
contribution of public infrastructure in private investment decisions. 
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CHAPTER 3: CURRENT EU STATE AID POLICY AND THE EFFECTS OF 
THE RECENT CHANGES 

3.1. Microeconomic issues 

This chapter examines the extent to which EU policy achieves a reasonable degree of coherence, 
using the principles outlined in Chapter 2. We begin by considering microeconomic issues. 

Besley and Seabright (1999) have recently examined EU state aids policy in some detail. They 
conclude that this policy is insufficiently systematic, and in particular that it fails to identie cross- 
border effects before diagnosing a distortion of competition. Often the existence of trade between 
Member States in the sector in question is treated as a sufficient condition for the aid to be distorting, 
even when the firm has neghgible market power. 

To summarise their findings, they note that the decisions of the Commission tend to fall into two 
main categories: 

1. Cases of aid to firms in difficulty, which may be private sector h s  at risk of bankruptcy, 
state-owned firms making losses or state-owned firms the government wishes to privatise. 

2. Investment aid to ordinary profitable firms, usually under the umbrella of general schemes of 
aid in sectors or regions. 

In practice most of the diflicult issues arise in respect of the first type of case. The analysis typically 
involves the Commission in asking three main types of question: 

e The ‘asymmetry ’ question: does an alleged aid enable some firm or firms to enjoy cost or 

e ?’he ‘cross-border ’ question: does an aid to firms in one Member State impose significant 

0 The ‘market failure ’ question: does an aid contribute effectively to solving a real market 

other advantages that are not enjoyed by its competitors? 

costs on the economy of another Member State? 

failure in the Member State concerned? 

Besley and Seabright note that the first question is asked in an ambiguous way, sometimes (rightly) 
to determine whether a firm enjoys advantages not enjoyed by other firms at the same location, and 
sometimes to determine whether a firm is advantaged relative to its competitors at other locations. 
The latter is irrelevant fiom the point of view of efficiency (there will always be different conditions 
of competition in different locations, and their presence is what gives rise to gains from economic 
integration), but is often a powerful motive inducing competitors to lobby against the advantages 
enjoyed by the firm in question. 

They also note that the EU Commission’s practice in asking the cross-border question is not at all 
consistent. Sometimes the presence of a distortion of competition is inferred merely from a large 
volume of intra-Community trade in the sector in question. Sometimes (correctly) the EU 
Commission requires evidence of significant market power in the sector concerned. At other times 
a high degree of competition in a given sector is treated, bizarrely, as evidence that cross-border 
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effects from state aid are largeB. They recommend that market power be treated as a necessary 
condition of the identification of cross-border externalities. Fortunately, the inclusion of a 
competition fhctor in the evaluation of aid in the new Multisectoral Framework will allow for some 
improvement in this respect, although it falls far short of the kind of systematic treatment they 
recommend. 

Finally, they note that the EU Commission does not consistently evaluate the effectiveness of aid in 
remedying market failures. If aid genuinely damages the economy of other countries (through cross- 
border effects), then for it to be justified m- not just that there be some market failure in the sector 
or region concerned, but that the aid be an effective means of alleviating it. Although the EU 
Commission's practice is far from consistent, there have been a significant number of cases where 
it has acted as a valuable and sceptical external scrutineer of the frequently unrealistic evaluations 
performed by the Member States themselves. 

Overall, the EU Commission often casts a sceptical eye over the unrealistic estimate made by 
Member States when deciding how to use public hnds for the benefit of firms. Such scrutiny may 
be of very great assistance to the Member States concerned. The EU Commission is on weaker 
ground, however, in identifying the circumstances that constitute genuinely defensible grounds for 
compulsory state aid control. These ought properly to involve the identification of a clear cross- 
border externality resulting from the aid in question. 

If state aids policy f d s  well short of microeconomic coherence, what of regional policy? This is not 
much better, since regional aid guidelines stipulate essentially arbitrary ceiIings on aid intensities, 
without any evaluation as to whether the aid concerned contributes to the cohesion objective. Here 
recent changes are unlikely to lead to much improvement, for two reasons: 

0 As of the year 2000, A r t .  92(3)(a) and the new Objective 1 regions assisted by the EU 
Structural Funds will hl ly  overlap. However, the changes require consistency between the 
beneficiaries of regional policy under the two regimes, without recognising that there is no 
consistency in the sources of hnds to finance the projects concerned. Whether aid contributes 
to the cohesion objective depends as much on the latter factor as on the former. 

0 The new aid ceilings are lower than the old, but remain as arbitrary as the former. 

B See decisions C20/91 on aid to the Italian electronics sector, and C62/91 Volkswagen where it is stated that 'As there is 
considerable intra-community trade in cars, the direct and indirect aid measures.. .clearly threaten to distort competition among 
vehicle manufacturers in the Communityl. This is not a defensible procedure, since the magnitude of trade is no indication of the 
size of the externality imposed on other Member States by one particular aid measure. The Leyland-DAF Vans case (N309/93) 
is based on more careful reasoning, for it is pointed out that since the fm's share of the overall EC van market is small (2.7% 
f k h g  to below 2%), 'the effect of the restructuring aid.. .on other EC van producers will be negligible' (p.6). Unfortunately this 
reasoning is directly contradicted in some other cases, such as CNP chemicals case (C47/91). Here it is stated (p.7) that The 
Community market in chemical products is characterised by intense unnpetition, and a large volume of intra-community trade.. .the 
share of Portugal in the ethylene trade was 2.1 % in value.. .and in the propylene trade 4.28% in value.. .in view of the foregoing 
umsiderations, the aid.. .is likely to affect trade between the Member States and distort competition'. This is not an isolated c a s e :  
in Imepiel (conrmission Decision C92018 hbtrias Meditemmeas de la Pie1 S.A), to take just one more example, the Community 
footwear market is descxibed as 'lughly competitive', and the aid is deemed to distort competition even though the firm in question 
produces less than a third of one per cent of the Community footwear market. However, i f  the sector is truly characterised by 
intense mpztiticm, then the only impact of state aid is (at worst) a waste of the Member State's own tax resources, not any cross- 
border effect on the competitive situation faced by fums in other Member States. 
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In principle, as we have already argued, aid cannot be assumed to contribute to the cohesion 
objective unless some assessment is made as to its effectiveness in raising incomes in the cohesion 
regions. In particular, aid to one cohesion region at the expense of taxpayers in another cohesion 
region will not contribute to the cohesion objective unless its benefits in the former region outweigh 
its costs in the latter. This means that, ifthere is to be a proper coherence between the policies, some 
form of (perhaps simplified) cost-benefit analysis is an inescapable part of the process of evaluation. 

Cost-benefit analysis has in fact been introduced to a limited degree in the new Community 
Framework for Aid to the Motor Vehicle Industry. Its actual implementation remains somewhat 
contradictory, however, because it essentially allows for aid to be approved according to the cost 
handicaps dered by a firm undertaking investment in an assisted area (relative to setting up in some 
altemative location). Perversely, this implies that aid is more likely to be approved if the project has 
high costs - whereas it should be the benefits to the assisted area that count! 

In cost-benefit analysis, benefits are reasons in favour of undertaking a certain course of action, while 
costs are reasons against. The higher the costs associated with a firm's locating in a given area, the 
less reason there is for the location to be subsidised, and therefore the less willing should be the 
Member State to pay and the EU to approve such aid. If costs were really an argument in favour of 
state aid, this would imply that aid should be approved most enthusiastically for the establishment of 
industrial plants in desert and mountain areas. 

On the contrary, it is benefits that are a reason for granting aid - and specifically, benefits to the 
regional economy which do not yield profits for the firm concerned. There is no point including 
benefits that yield profits, since the firm takes these into account in its calculations anyway. Only the 
bendts to the regional economy that the firm would otherwise ignore are a valid reason for granting 
aid. 

How has it come about that private costs to the firm are treated as though they were arguments in 
favour of aid? There could be two possible reasons. One may be the fallacious reasoning that if a firm 
is able to produce with overall unit costs of production no higher than those of existing competitors, 
its actions do not distort competition. This is fdacious because, if there is imperfect competition, the 
very existence of output that would not otherwise be produced will affect the conditions of 
competition in the market as a whole. Production situated in the desert is still production, even if 
state aid only just compensates the costs of its location. 

A second possible reason might be based on the idea that EU state aid scrutiny should confine itself 
to asking whether the amount of aid paid is excessive and should not evaluate the giving of aid in the 
first place. In this view, the point of the exercise is not to decide what the benefits are to granting aid, 
but simply to ask whether the Member state has paid too dearly for the benefits it has bought. If the 
handicap faced by the firm in locating in the assisted region is less than the aid granted, then on this 
view the Member State has not been bargaining hard enough: for a smaller level of aid the firm would 
have located there anyway, whatever its claims to the contrary. So on this interpretation EU state aid 
control is primarily about ensuring that Member States are not out-bargained by firms. Calculation 
of the handicap is about estimating the firm's reservation price - that is, the minimum aid it would 
have required to be willing to set up in the assisted area. 

While there is some merit to this interpretation, it raises a serious risk of cofision. Making an 
independent estimate of the firm's reservation price in order to double-check whether Member States 
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are paying too dearly to attract investment may be a usefbl activity, but it should not be described as 
cost-benefit analysis. Likewise, if the guidelines require a cost-benefit analysis of the aid, then a 
proper cost-benefit analysis should be performed, in which benefits are reasons in favour of aid and 
costs are reasons against. Perhaps both calculations should be undertaken, but it can only cause 
confbsion to treat them as though they were one and the same. But in that case amendment of the 
guidelines to clear up the confbsion would appear to be a high priority. 

Once it is accepted that costs should be treated as reasons against granting aid, and benefits as 
reasons in favour of aid, there still remain important questions about how to account for and evaluate 
all the appropriate costs and benefits. Here it is worth recording that many assessments that rely upon 
data supplied by the firms themselves will inevitably overlook important factors. For example, it is 
extremely common for firms undertaking investment in a region to claim that the project concerned 
will 'create qO00 jobs'. These calculations, wen ifnot intrinsically exaggerated, typically include jobs 
among those employed on the project itsex They make no allowance for any indirect employment 
effects elsewhere, which may well be negative. For example, if a project produces output in a market 
that is already saturated, the jobs it creates may be matched by equivalent job losses elsewhere. The 
indirect effects need not be negative; they may be positive (as when demand for the products of 
suppliers to the project increases as a result). But whether they reinforce or weaken the case for the 
project, their presence may be important. This underlines the importance of not accepting at face 
value firms' own evaluation of a project's benefits. In practice the EU Commission has been extremely 
shrewd at scrutinising firms' proposals when they concern the restructuring plans of large firms in 
difliculty. It has been much less shrewd when it comes to examining investment proposals made by 
firms in assisted areas. Here firms' own assessments of the benefits have typically been accepted 
without demur. 

In conclusion, EU Structural Funds and EU state aid policy will inevitably classifjl aid projects 
somewhat differently, because they necessarily ask different questions of the projects concerned. 
State aid policy asks first whether the project distorts competition in the common market, and only 
ifthe answer to this question is positive does it consider the overall justification of the aid in terms 
of the cohesion objective. This means that many projects which do not contribute to cohesion will 
be approved because they do not distort competition, and there is nothing the EU can or should seek 
to do about this. 

Nevertheless, it is quite reasonable for the EU to seek to ensure that, when the contribution of a 
project to the cohesion objective is evaluated, this should be done according to consistent criteria. 
We have indicated that current practice falls considerably short of this desirable objective. 

3.2. Macroeconomic issues 

In this section, we discuss the way in which aid projects are screened in EU state aid policy from a 
macroeconomic perspective. As the practice hardy gives satisfbctory answers from a macroeconomic 
point of view, we proceed with the discussion by reference to some of the practical problems that 
appear to be encountered in the screening of state aids from the cohesion perspective. We finally 
discuss the Commission's reform proposals in the light of our suggestions in Chapter 2. 
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3.2.1. The current stance of evaluation 

As indicated in Chapter 1, the Commission evaluates state aid measures on four policy criteria: (i) 
existence of aid, @) economic justification, (iii) effectiveness, and (iv) proportionality. The first and 
last policy principles are exclusively rooted in microeconomic, competition policy considerations. In 
this chapter, we concentrate on ‘economic justification’ and ‘effectiveness’. 

The question whether aid is economically justified overlaps to some degree with the relative 
macroeconomic efficiency criterion developed in Chapter 2: it presupposes that state aid is effective 
in the first place - otherwise, it would hardly be necessary - and that there are no better (i.e. more 
efficient in the form of less distorting) ways to correct the market failure targeted. The check for 
newshy, however, is virtually nonexistent in most cases: it is not applied at all to state aid to firms 
in difficulty (which accounts for more than half of national state aid expenditures for the EU as a 
whole); in the case of offensive regional aid, the Commission simply checks whether the aid schemes 
seem to make general sense in view of the regional problems. This is hardly a critical efficiency 
analysis: the question whether there could not have been superior alternative policies cannot be 
answered through this procedure. 

The evaluation of whether state aid is effective in contributing to cohesion objectives (increase GDP 
per capita, employment) suffers from major flaws by reference to our suggested criteria: 

0 The effect of national state aid on EU cohesion seems to be left out of the analysis. 
Especially, the potential conflict of state aid under Art. 92(3)(c) with Objective 1 of 
Structural Funds is hardly addressed at all. 

0 In the case of aid to firms in difficulty, the effectiveness evaluation centres only on the 
recipient firm: will aid successhlly contribute to re-establish the ‘economic viability’ of the 
firm? However, the question of how many jobs will be preserved in one firm in difficulty is 
irrelevant from a macroeconomic point of view: what counts is the impact of the policy on 
regional employment. The assumption that both questions lead to identical results reflects a 
partial view of the economy and is completely unrealistic. 

e The assessment appears to concentrate on short-term rather than long-run effectiveness. In 
case the latter is taken into consideration at all, the analysis seems to take into account 
predominantly positive spillovers, whereas negative reactions, e.g. via wage-setting reactions, 
are mostly disregarded. 

The relative neglect of longer-term and particularly of negative adjustment reactions - which is 
potentially the greatest flaw in the whole analysis - can be attributed to the combined effect of three 
factors: 

0 In inter-temporal decision-making, the government will usually apply its own rate of time 
preference as a discount factor. This rate of time preference will usually be much higher than 
the long-term interest rate because of electoral considerations - the underlying assumption 
is of course that the voters themselves are short-sighted andor have an information deficit. 
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0 The short-term benefits are real, while the potential long-term costs are conjectured. To an 
elected politician, supporting the creationlsaving of 1000 jobs for sure is usually much more 
impressive than the prediction that, due to undesired feedback mechanisms, state aid may 
actually contribute to a decline of regional employment in the long-term. 

0 The construction of the countexfactual (what would happen with or without state aid in the 
long term?) is always subject to prediction errorsm. 

Finally, a few observations on the evaluation of EU state aid. 40% of all CSF expenditures to 
Objective 1 regions are de facto 'state aid'. The expost macroeconomic evaluation of the impact of 
such aid is, however, virtually non-existent. To the present, the expost evaluation of EU aid centres 
mostly on input aspects and neglects macroeconomic effects. The potential macroeconomic effects 
of EU aid have been quantified only for the Cohesion countries through ex ante macroeconometric 
sirnulaton models, namely the QUEST model of the European Commission (Roeger (1 986)) and the 
HERMIN model (Economic and Social Research Institute (1996)). The macroeconomic effects 
calculated are, however, of little reliability, because calculations are based on dubious assumptions 
that do not conform to reality. For example, both model simulations assume CSF state aid will lead 
to a 1 : 1 increase of the production capital stock. In a recent internal paper, the EU Commission's 
Directorate-Gend XVI admits that 80% of all subsidies to SMEs financed by the Structural Funds 
proved ineffective (FM, 16/01/99): they had investment projects that would have been financed 
anyway in the absence of public aid; 25% of the jobs created by new investment were lost as a result 
of closing other production sites. 

In view of the above-mentioned deficiencies in evaluation practice, we are not able in this report to 
discuss any certain evidence concerning the cohesion impact of state aid. However, we can take the 
discussion fbrther by way of presenting some case evidence available. 

3.2.2. The macroeconomic evaluation of state aid to profitable firms 

Regional investment aid 

The Internal Market Programme is mainly about restructuring the European economies to reap static 
and dynamic efficiency gains from European integration. However, the structural change may 
produce unbalanced regional effects. In some ways, regional investment aid is an appropriate 
instrument of intervention in order to preserve regional balance, since it does not run counter to the 
goal of restructuring the economy. 

With regard to the cohesion objective, the following potential problems are worth underlining: 

0 States aid in the form of capital inuestment subsides may favour capital-intensive production 
and result in relatively low employment gains. If the priority objective is to increase regional 
GDP per capita, and wage settlements take into consideration productivity differentials 
between firms, this outcome is acceptable from the cohesion point of view. If instead the 
priority is given to employment and productivity differentials are not taken into consideration, 
the outcome can be undesirable on cohesion grounds. If the high labour productivity in the 
new firms materialise in high wages, and high wages trickle down to other firms with low 

This 'distrust' in countdactuals also probably expIains why the efficiency evaluation remains unsatisfactory. 
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productivity, this may result in layoffs in low-tech firms and regional unemployment may 
increase. For example, Irish state aid policy - claimed to be one vehicle of the Irish boom of 
the last years - has in fact also contributed to the rapid decline of traditional industries and 
to the large increase in unemployment in Ireland in the early 1980s, a phenomenon that was 
far fiom cohesive and which could only be sustained by the safety valve of mass emigration. 
Spain and Germany &er reunification experienced similar problems. 

m If state aid takes the form of empzoyment subsidies, this provides a bias in favour of labour- 
intensive production which is acceptable ifrelative priority is given to employment. However, 
there is a moral hazard danger with regard to the work force - demand for higher nominal 
wages may contradict the objective of increasing employment. In contrast to the one-time 
financing of capital investment, labour requires durable subsidisation for the desired 
employment effects to materialise3'. 

m The higher the investment subsidy, the more investment projects with a low economic return 
on investment qual& Hence, the average rate of return on investment (both in financial and 
in regional macroeconomic terms) can be expected to fall with the scope of the subsidy per 
unit of capital. The cost/benefit ratio of investment aid rises, weakening the cohesive impact 
of state aid in terms of absolute macroeconomic effectiveness. 

Horizontal aid measures 

Horizontal state aid measures are intended to address market failures not related to regional policy 
considerations. Nonetheless, they may indirectly have an impact on regional disparities. If the overall 
impact is negative, this need not imply that the policy should be dismissed: instead, the regional policy 
c o s t s  must be set against the intrinsic benefits in terms of the primary target. We discuss two cases: 

0 R&D subsidies 

R&D aid is considered justified on strong empirical evidence that the social rate of return of R&D 
investment is substantially higher than the private rate of return (Grilliches (1988, 1992), Jones and 
Williams (1998). R&D subsidies by nature flow to research-intensive firms or sectors engaged in 
R&D. Because of the location economies associated with M D ,  R&D-intensive companies will 
predominantly locate in economic centres and not in the less developed regions. At the national level, 
disparities between regions should increase if the trend is to concentrate R&D aid on the most 
developed regions. This trend may be worsened if the widening productivity gap between rich and 
poor is not reflected in relative wages. Since wage flexibility is often absent within EU States, one 
may be even concerned with rising unemployment in the periphery. This pessimistic outcome, 
however, is only one side of the coin. In absolute terms, the periphery may well benefit strongly fiom 
this unequal share of M D  returns. Firstly, the economic benefits of R&D in the rich region may 
trickle down to the assisted regions. Secondly, insofar as the national economy in its whole becomes 
richer, the government has more financial disponibility to fund compensating regional policies. This 
example shows that it may be unwise to associate cohesion exclusively with relative indicators. 

Alternative explanations for the ineffectiveness of labour subsidies are given in the models of Fuest and Huber (1 997) and 
Torsvik (1 993). 
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0 Investment subsidies to SMEs 

Because oftheir size, SMEs have difficult access to capital markets - high risk premia hamper their 
investment patterns. Investment subsidies can internalise this externality. Additionally, since the 
capital-output ratio is usually lower in SMEs than in large firms, SME investment subsidies promise 
to be especially apt for stimulating employment. Per se, investment aid to SMEs is, if effective, more 
likely to benefit the poorer regions because the share of SMEs in the regional economy is usually 
higher in such regions. This supposes of course that firms located in economic centres have no better 
access to information on state aid measures, an assumption that may not always be contirmed in 
reality. The cohesion effects at the EU level depend on a variety of factors (e.g. trade patterns, 
whether the firms produce tradable or non-tradable goods, etc.) so that general insights are 
impossible to give. 

3.2.3. The macroeconomic evaluation of state aid tofirm in difficulty 

Although GDP per capita convergence has been substantial at EU level in the last 20 years, the 
regional unemployment disparities within countries have been accentuated, most notably in Germany, 
Italy and Spain. The regions that saw their relative income position decIine have usually benefited 
sigdicantly fiom rescue and restructuring aid. The positive correlation between such 'defensive' aid 
expenditures and high regional unemployment may be explained by the fact that governments devote 
support to regions suffering fiom unemployment problems. Insofar as the policies have mostly failed 
to solve the regional unemployment problems, however, they can be considered to have been 
ineffective from a macroeconomic point of view. In fact, these policies may be more a part of the 
problem than the solution. In the following, we will proceed with an elaboration of this hypothesis. 

0 Sectoral aid 

Sectoral aid in the EU is mostly disbursed to declining sectors (sunset industries), the most important 
ones being shipbuilding, steel and mining, followed by textiles and agri~ulture.~~ These industries are 
in structural decline because of both structural shifts in world demand (e.g. for steel as an industrial 
input) and world supply (extension of production capacities in cheaper, less developed countries). 
Both phenomena imply a negative price trend for the goods produced in such sectors. In order to be 
able to compete, EU producers must bring down costs at the same pace as the prices decline. In the 
absence of downward wage flexibility - a common feature in most Eastern European economies - 
this requires either economic restructuring with massive layoffs to increase labour productivity, or 
quitting the market. In the sectors mentioned, the problem of a declining price trend is compounded 
by strong price sensitivity of product prices and profitability of firms to business cyclical fluctuations. 
If firms react to temporary losses by restructuring, not all people dismissed in bad times will be re- 
employed in better times. 

A similar kind of shock as described above may also occur to firms in unprotected sectors. The 
reasons why the sectors mentioned above benefit from special treatment are as follows: 

a Sectoral aid to the automobile industry - although this sector also faces over-capacity problems - does not fall into the defensive 
category because state aid is usually only disbursed to new investment in problem regions. In its economic effects, it falls into the 
offensive state aid category. 
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e Production units in such sectors employ a considerable number of workers with very narrow, 
sector-specific skills, which at the same time are well organised politically through trade 
unions. 

e These production units often constitute the most important (or even single) large scale 
employer at the regional level. 

Unemployment problems in the region are already above average. 

Coal, steel and shipbuilding sectors are mostly concentrated in regions having Objective 1 and/or 
Art.92(3)(a) or Objective 2 andor Art. 92(3)(c) status. Above average regional unemployment is the 
key rationale for public intervention. In addition, mass layoffs in sectors dominating the regional 
economy may have negative spillovers on the remainder of the local economy. Yet does this just* 
sectoral state aid fiom a regional development perspective? 

0 Regional employment efJects 

In the short-run, the macroeconomic effectiveness of state aid to crisis sectors is easier to assess, 
because it implies evaluating the number ofjobs saved in the region, or whether the local purchasing 
power has been maintained, etc. Since the spillovers are negatively defined, state aid could already 
be said to be effective if sectoral job destruction is reduced/slowed down by state aid". In the 
medium-term, however, such assessments are no longer valid. Here, the relevant economic question 
switches from 'How many jobs have you saved through state aid?' to 'How has the job situation 
evolved at the regional macroeconomic level?. 

A critical assumption in the short-run analysis is that downward wage rigidity is taken as a matter of 
fact. In reality, of course, any wage-setting process is largely &&ed by its institutional environment. 
This includes external shocks as well as public sector interventions. An empirical analysis of the 
German region of Saarland (Miehe-Nordmeyer/HolzmandHerve (1 998)) which is summarised in Box 
1 illustrates the resulting dilemma quite well. 

~~ 

Box 1: Sectoral state aid and the vicious cycle of the German region of Saarland 

Due to extemal developments, the German region of Saarland has since the 1960s been affected by a 
permanent decline of its traditional coal and steel industries. In response to initial shocks, governments reacted 
with defensive state aid measures. Over time, workers came to understand that they could expect government 
protection under any circumstance (either by de facto subsidising employment or by expensive early retirement 
programmes). They became used to completely ignore the extemal competitive environment and obtained wage 
increases similar to those of the German average. As a consequence, sectoral employment declined, regional 
unemployment grew together with the level of state aid to the declining sectors. Though by now decreasing in 
absolute terms, annual subsidies to the German coal industry currently amount to approximately 60,000 ECU 
per employee, significantly exceeding average yearly salaries. 

Tak~ng into account that the lack of competitiveness is often structural and not temporary, state aid is ofien granted in exchange 
for a reduction in production capacities. 
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While state aid may prevent social tensions, it might not contribute to elimination of above-average 
regional unemployment. This can only be achieved by a temporary reduction of factor prices relative 
to the non-affected region; state aid is more likely to have the opposite effect. 

8 Regional GDP effects: The usual assumption is that, because it preserves production, the 
impact of 'defensive' state aid on regional GDP is positive. However, this assumption is based 
on a partial view. The sectors concerned enjoy effective protection against external 
competitors. In the medium run, if flexible wages allowed for restructuring of the economy 
without severe unemployment problems, regional GDP at world market prices would be 
higher, s iply because less resources would be 'absorbed' in non-competitive sectors. As the 
'immiserising growth' literature (Johnson (1967), Bhagwati (1968)) makes clear, the 
(regional) macroeconomic effects of sectoral state aid on GDP can in fact be negative even 
if it manages to make the sectors concerned more productive. 

The EUcohesionperspective: If the sectors protected by national state aid policies exist in several 
Member States, we can distinguish two cases: 

None of the E U p r h c e r s  is competitive without state aiaF"'. In the EU, 'sectoral aid' is 
destined to industrial sectors that lost international competitiveness. Sectoral state aid is non- 
cohesive at the EU level ifthe sectors protected represent a higher share of economic activity 
in poorer countries. If countries spend state aid proportionately to economic activity, this 
means that the poorer countries ceteris paribus will devote a higher share of their resources 
to uncompetitive activities. In this case, state aid indirectly contributes to increased disparities 
between Member States. 

Some producers may be competitive without state aid. In this case, sectoral aid is mainly 
designed to tackle unemployment problems. State aid that spurs sectoral employment in one 
country to the detriment of sectoral employment in another can hardly be justified as cohesive 
at the EU level. 

'Ad hoc' restructuring aid 

As with rescue and restructuring aid to sectors in crisis, aid to firms in difficulty in general potentially 
has considerable regional employment effects, and can be considered as a regional policy instrument. 
It is mostly granted to firms that undertake structural adjustment programmes which include 
employment cut-offs. Since the economic effects at the individual firm level are similar to those of 
sectoral state aid, we outline the major qualitative differences. 

8 Effects on national cohesion 

Ad hoc restructuring aid may be effective in the short-run, but its long-run effects are more difficult 
to gauge. Long-term effects can be negative when economically-justified cases of state aid trigger 
requests for the same treatment for other firms in the region. An example is East Germany, which is 
by far the largest recipient of ad hoc state aid in the EU (see Box 2 below). 

In the following reasoning, we ignore strategic state aid considerations that may result from the fact that external competitors 
also subsidise resulting in a distortion of market prices. 
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I Box 2: Ad hoc state aid and the vicious cycle of East Germany 

From early reunification on, (Westerndominated) trade unions managed to impose a time path of wage 
:increases that implied a rapid nominal wage convergence with West Germany, independent fiom productivity 
developments. From 1990 to 1992 alone, real wages rose by 35%. The de-lmkage of wage increases from 
compehtiveness considerations was equivalent to an idiosyncratic negative supply-side shock, condemning the 
East German economy to massive firm breakdowns and layoffs from the beginning of the transformation 
process. The political option was to alleviate the consequences of the dual shock with state aid. This, however, 
was only the beginning of a vicious cycle; it legitimised the wage arrangements made initially, and as a 
consequence, East German industry has had to cope with negative supply shocks year after year since 
Ireunification, the political dynamics implying a continuous necessity for state aid.3s With economic agents 
,taking this fiscal policy for granted, an aiddependency culture emerged that makes it ever more difficult to 
impose a radical break in economic strategy. The process of wage convergence is now nearly accomplished, 
while average manufacturing productivity (after the elimination of the most unproductive parts of the 
manufacturing sector) is still at about 60% of the West German average. On the basis of unit labour costs, 
East Germany is still by fhr the least compeWive region in the EU. 

State aid, although it certainly mitigated the social consequences of the wage developments, can only be 
perceived as a failed long-tern serategy: (i) The wage shocks were so high that a large scale de-industrialisation 
of East Germany could not be prevented despite state aid on a massive scale; the unemployment rate (incl. 
hidden unemployment) in East Germany is de facto above 25%; growth rates are now lower than in West 
Germany; (U) State aid has to be perpetuated for a long time (though it has started to decline), which in itself 
is a sign of f&lure; (iii) the fiscal burden to be covered by the total economy is immense; (iv) The fiscal burden 
has indirectly contributed to rising unemployment also in West Germany via higher taxatiodsocial security 
contributions: the rising tax wedge between net and gross wages implied that labour costs rose despite 
stagnating disposable income of labourhouseholds. 

1 To give the reader an idea about the scope of the problem: In 1993, for example, total subsidies to East Germany 
amounted to approximate 36 billion DM, whereas total net fiscal transfers amounted to about 130-200 billion DM, or 
2/3 ofregional GDP. For the average West Gennan taxpayer, this amounted to wealth transfer of 5% of annual income. 
The transfers had practically zero effect on East German GDP. They simply increased disposable income and 
consumption. (source: Grossekettler (1997)). 

I 1 

0 Effects on EU cohesion 

Ad hoc state aid to firms in difficulty may in some countries become a substitute for regional factor 
price adjustments. From an EU cohesion perspective, ad hoc state aid to such firms (if given for 
domestic regional policy considerations) is undesirable ifjobs in richer countries have to be protected 
fiom competition from firms in poorer EU countries.” 

’’ A detailed analysis of the dynamics is given by Sinn (1995). 
On the other hand, economic integration may engender loss of competitiveness for firms in the poorer countries. In case of 

increasing returns technologies and monopolistic competition (possibly extended by location externalities) are relevant to the 
regional economy, the eumomic geogmpluc literature suggests that economic integration will trigger economic &-localisation from 
poor periphery to rich (and more densely) economic centres. Such a development may be exacerbated in case location externalities 
exist. Real disparities will increase, a result that is in total opposition to EU regional policy objectives. Many of the economic 
geography models (e.g. Krugman and Venables (1990)) argue that divergence will only be temporary. If labour markets are 
perfectly competitive, in the long-run convergence occurs. With rigid labour markets - our starting assumption - this assumption 
does not hold true. In fact, such outcome is one of the most often invoked a r g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t s  for EU regional policy. Is it also a case for 
allowing ad hoc state aid to f m  located in the periphery on a more favourable footing? 
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3.2.4. A macroeconomic discussion of the new rules for regional aid 

This section concludes the chapter with some remarks on the state aid measures proposed by the new 
Regional Aid Guidelines and the Multisectoral Framework, fiom a macroeconomic perspective. 

The proposed geographical concentration of EU Structural Funds (the share of the EU 
population eligible for Structural Funds shall decline from 50.6% to 35-40%) deserves clear 
support from the point of view of EU cohesion. Since the absolute volume of Structural 
Funds is not reduced, this implies a gain for the poorest regions both in relative and absolute 
terms. Since Objective 1 definitions remain unchanged (with the exception that the 75% 
threshold value concerning EU average GDP per capita shall be more strictly applied - the 
effective threshold value at the moment is about 79%), it is the number and the geographical 
scope of the new Objective 2 regions that mostly will be reduced. Hence, Objective 1 regions 
can be expected to gain in importance relative to Objective 2 regions. This again deserves 
support from an EU cohesion point of view. 

0 In parallel, there will also be a geogrqhical contraction of regions entitled to national state 
aid. This is a natural consequence of the preceding proposal. Otherwise, the desired 
concentration effect might not be achieved. The reduction of the scope of both EU and 
national state aid is also likely to reduce the waste resulting fiom competitive outbidding and 
should contribute positively both to national and EU cohesion. 

For regions that will lose Objective I status, the 'transitional' state aid that can be granted 
under A r t .  92(3)(c) will have to be phased-out rapidly (within 2 years for operating aid, 4 
years for initial investment aid). Some are concerned that this will hrther stifle economic 
development of the regions concerned. The argument is somewhat misguided: if (supply-side 
oriented) regional policies have been successfbl in lifting a region out of Objective 1 status, 
the benefits of past regional policies can be expected to last. There is no reason per se why 
the relative income position should decline again. Of course, the 75% threshold is arbitrary, 
but it has commonly been agreed upon . Once it has been crossed and if the region does not 
suffer fiom other economic ills justifjing Art. 92(3)(c) intervention, any hrther intervention 
could hardly been justified on EU cohesion ground. 

The EU Commission appeared particularly worried about the fact that, up to now, 6.6% of 
the EU population live in regons targeted by Structural Funds which were not eligrble for 
national state aid. Insofar as national state aid could be used as an effective instrument to 
target the macroeconomic problems of the regions concerned, this is indeed inconsistent: the 
regions targeted by Structural Funds should in principle have top priority from the point of 
view of national and EU cohesion. When one looks at the overall package of the 
Commission's proposals - with a decline of regions eligible for Structural Funds -;however, 
it becomes clear that the predominant concern of the European Commission is not that 
countries should be allowed to disburse more national state aid, but that eligibility for 
Structural Funds has been granted too generously. 
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0 However, by not proposing a full equalisation of the regional policy maps, the Commission 
has failed to eradicate another problem endangering cohesion: up to now, 2.7% of the EU 
population live in regrons excluakdfiorn EU Structural Funds, but entitled to national state 
aidpolicies. Under the new provisions, this share can increase up to 7.7%. If one agrees on 
the fact that the regions covered by EU Structural Funds deserve highest priority, then there 
is a clear moral hazard problem emanating fiom Structural Funds: countries have an incentive 
to redirect national state aid towards the regions not covered by Structural Funds, knowing 
(a) that Structural Funds will take care of the worst regional problems and (b) that, because 
of a lack of national support, the regions with the severest problems will take longer to solve 
their problems and thereby extending the period of their eligibility for the Structural Funds. 
This is hardly in accordance with either national and EU cohesion objectives”. 

0 From a macroeconomic point of view, two aspects are particularly worrying: (i) The 
Commission hardly makes any proposal concerning a better assessment for checking 
effectiveness of state aid intervention, especially with regard to the assessment of negative 
spillovers on the economic behaviour of other agents. (ii) The Commission’s proposals do 
not concern national defensive state aid measures which are potentially the most damaging 
for the long-term development of a region38. 

” The failure to eradicate the second type of problem can easily be explained by political constraints. While the European 
Commission proposes a stronger concentration of EU Structural Funds in favour of the least privileged regions of the EU, regions 
that lose eligibility for Structural Funds would be doubly ‘hurt’ if they also automatically lost eligibility for national state aid. 
Political resistance against such drastic steps would probably have met insurmountable political resistance in the Council. Thus 
the European Commission is apparently willing to propose economically second best outcomes in order to make acceptance of its 
reform proposals more likely: countries are induced to believe that they will at least partly be able to offset the loss of EU Structural 
Funds by national state aid policies to address remaining regional problems. 

It is fiirly possible that the European Commission is well aware of the problems that it has left out. It may be that the decision 
to leave the two issues untouched arises out of a rational calculation that they are too hot political potatoes to be discussed in the 
political arena at the moment. This could trigger such a strong political resistance that the Commission would not even be able 
to push through the proposals that have been discussed before and which by and large go in the right direction. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

Main concluding points: 

n e  EU Commission recently issued state aid rules intended to reduce the overall volume 
of regional aid spending throughout the EU. 

The new rules may achieve their purpose, but they do not substantially modfy the way in 
which aid projects are screened for approval in assisted areas. 

Tensions between EU state aids and regional policies are inevitable, and arise at both the 
microeconomic and macroeconomic level. 

At microeconomic level, tensions arise because state aids and regional policies screen aid 
projects according to dflerent economic criteria. 

This is unavoidable, since the two policies have dflerent assignments. 

However, it is reasonable to seek to eliminate unnecexwy inconsistencies, particularly since 
some of the aid projects that distort competition in the single market may be approved on 
cohesion grounds. 

Unnecessary inconsistencies can be eliminated by use of explicit cost-benefit analysis in the 
screening of aidprojectsproposed in m'stedareas. n e p n p s e  of the cost-benefit analysis 
is to ensure that the competition distortions caused by aid are justified with quantifiable 
regronal economic bene3ts. We elaborate the criteria for such evaluation. 

But the EU Commission's state aid services do not have the adequate staff level required to 
perform cost-benefit analysis along the lines recommended in this report. 

At the macroeconomic level, inconsistencies arise because aidprojects that do not distort 
competition on the single market cannot be subjected to screening under EU state aid 
jamworks. Only aid to companies that are likely to exert market power and that lea& to 
net negative cross-border externalities distorts competition in the single market, and only 
such aid falls under the scope of EU state aid control. 

From the macroeconomic perspective, aid projects large enough to have regional 
macroeconomic effects may lead to results quite dfferentjkom what one would expect when 
evaluating individual aidprojects on microeconomic criteria. For example, blanket support 
to industry could encourage excessive wage demand that in turn negate regional 
development aims, as occurred in East Germany. 

The EU is currently preparing a reform of the Structural Funds with the purpose of increasing their 
effectiveness in achieving regional convergence at European level. The success of the reform depends 
on the extent to which the Member States' own regional interventions become more consistent with 
those of the Structural Funds. 
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In Europe, state aid is an important instrument of regional policy-making. All Member States (with 
the singular exception of Denmark) use it in order to attract capital investment in the regions targeted 
by their regional policies, and thus stimulate economic growth and job creation. The EU also gives 
importance to aid as a regional policy instrument: at present, about 40% of the Structural Funds' 
budget in Objective 1 and 2 regions is destined to assist 'productive investment' projects, whereas 
assistance to infrastructure and human capital projects each take about 30% of the Funds budget 
each. 

State aid that distorts competition in the single market falls under the scope of EU state aid 
regulation. It is therefore understandable why the EU seeks to use its state aid policy in order to 
induce more consistency between the Member States' regional interventions and its own. 

The EU Commission recently issued some state aid rules on the use of regional aid (the new Regional 
Aid Guidelines and a Multisectoral Framework for Regional Aid to Large Investment Projects). The 
main purpose of the new rules is to derive an overall reduction of regional aid spending in the 
Member States. It is hoped that this can be obtained as a combined effect of the following measures: 
(i) the reduction of the geographical coverage for the Member States' regional policies, (ii) the 
overlapping of regions assisted by the Member States with those assisted by the Structural Funds, 
(ii) the lowering of the ceilings on the permitted amount of regional aid in assisted areas ('maximum 
intensity ceilings'), and (iv) the individual screening of regional aid to large investment projects (under 
the Multisectoral Framework). 

Our report argued that, if the above measures were evaluated solely on accounts of their principal 
motivation - to reduce overall regional aid expenditures across the EU - then the desired effect is 
likely to be obtained. In so far as each of the proposed measures is concerned, we point out to the 
following: 

0 Geographical consistency between the regions assisted by the Member States and the EU 
appears reasonable on several accounts: fiom the EU competition policy perspective, it makes 
sense that aid projects distorting competition which are nevertheless considered for approval 
on cohesion grounds should OCCUT in those regions considered 'deserving' on the basis of EU 
cohesion criteria. From a macroeconomic regional policy perspective, the concentration of 
aid resourcesper se is reasonable, and since the absolute volume of the Structural Funds is 
not reduced, it may imply a gain for the poorest regions. 

0 The lower 'maximum intensity ceilings' for regional aid are, however, as arbitrarily established 
as the old ones, while the ceilings applicable in each individual region remain determined 
solely as an outcome of negotiations with the Member States. Moreover, the reduced 
'maximum ceilings' may affect more the regions in the poor countries than those in the better- 
off Member States, where actual rates of awards are even at present quite along the lines of 
the new ceilings. 

0 The individual determination of the amount of regional aid to be approved for each large 
investment project, under the Multisectoral Framework, may indeed contribute to lowering 
overall regional aid expenditures. 
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However, the abovementioned measures in their ensemble remain an indirect modality to tackle the 
issue of coherence in regional aid spending. In our report we argued that, if consistency between the 
EU and the Member States' regional spending is desired, there is room for a more scrupulous 
screening of aid projects proposed in assisted areas. In order to elaborate the economic criteria on 
which such screening should be carried out, our report discussed the compatibility of EU state aid 
and regional policies at microeconomic and at macroeconomic level, because tensions between EU 
state aid and regional policies may manifest at both microeconomic and macroeconomic level. 

From the microeconomic perspective, tensions may arise because EU state aid and regional policies 
screen aid projects according to different economic criteria. In this report, we argued that there are 
good reasons why such criteria should be different, because state aids and regional policies have 
different assignments. EU state aid policy primarily asks whether aid projects distort competition in 
the single market, and not whether state aid is a good use of financial resources. It thus may happen 
that aid projects considered acceptable according to one set of criteria be unacceptable according 
to the other, because whether an aid project contributes to cohesion depends not just on who 
benefits, but also on who pays for it. 

Thus, it would be unreasonable to hope for fidl compatibfity between the screening criteria employed 
in the two kinds of policies. However, unnecessary inconsistencies can be eliminated when aid found 
to distort competition is proposed for approval on cohesion grounds. In such cases, the screening of 
aid allows posing similar questions to those in regional policy, bearing in mind however that the 
stringency of the test an aid project needs to pass before being deemed to contribute to cohesion 
should depend on where the aid originates fiom and the relative 'cohesion' position of the assisted 
region where aid is given. 

In order to eliminate m- inconsistencies, there should be explicit use of cost-benefit analysis 
in the screening of aid projects proposed for approval in assisted areas. The purpose of this kind of 
evaluation would be to determine whether the costs of aid are compensated with quantifiable 
cohesion benefits. 

Along such lines, the report proposes that the following set of questions be asked when aid projects 
in assisted areas are screened for approval: 

1. Is the benejiciiary of aid (in the case of ad hoc aids) or any of the likely beneficiaries of aid 
(in the case of generic schemes) in a position to exert signpcant market power in either 
output or input markts? If not, the aid can be declared legal, because it does not distort 
competition. In such cases, irrespective of whether the aid may be an actual waste of public 
money, or may even have anti-cohesive effects, the EU has no legal competence to scrutinise 
it on the basis of state aid rules. 

2. If the answer to question 1) is 'yes', would this market-power, in conjunction with the 
granting of aid, create a significant net negative cross-border externality (or spillover 
effect? If not, the aid is legal. The identification of net negative cross-border externalities 
relates to the fact that EU state aid rules do not apply unless cross-border distorting effects 
of aid are identifiable. 
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3 .  If the answers to questions 1) and 2) are 'yes', then the aid distorts intra-community 
competition, and the question to be asked in order to find out whether it deserves approval 
is the following: Are there cohesion grounds that justlb the granting of aid in spite of its 
dstorting efeccts? This requires weighmg the costs of aid against its cohesion benefits (cost- 
benefit analysis), along the following lines: 

Does the aidproject take place in one of the EU cohesion regions? If not, there are 
no cohesion grounds for accepting the risk to competition posed by the proposed aid. 

If the answer to a) is positive, Does the project contribute to increasing income or 
employment in the area concerned? This involves weighting the benefits of aid to 
the regional economy, in hnction of the degree of backwardness of the assisted 
region. 

What are the costs of the project in terms of the tar resources used toflnance it? 
This involves weighting the fiscal costs of the aid measure according to the relative 
income position of the place where the financing comes for. 

The EU Commission's state aid services are not adequately staffed to perform evaluations on the lines 
suggested above, but we suggest that microeconomic consistency between EU state aid and regional 
policy cannot be achieved unless some approximation of this analysis is undertaken. 

The Multisectoral Framework is just one step into the right direction, because the automatic 
screening method it proposes (see Chapter 1) falls short of the kind of systematic evaluation we 
suggested above. Moreover, the Framework does not currently apply to regional aid to the 'sensitive 
sectors' (steel, coal, shipbuilding, synthetic fibres). Although regional aid to such sectors is, at any 
rate, screened at the level of each beneficiary, a questioning of the cohesion justification for aid is 
practically absent. A form of cost-benefit analysis was already introduced, instead, in the screening 
of regional aid to the motor vehicles sector. However, as discussed in Chapter 3 ,  the evaluation 
methodology proposed mistakes the private investment costs of the beneficiary for arguments in 
favour of aid. Private costs are arguments against aid, whereas arguments in its favour should be the 
benefits to the regional economy. 

From a macroeconomic perspective, tensions between EU state aid and regional policies may arise 
when aid projects considered acceptable -on microeconomic criteria have an anti-cohesive 
macroeconomic impact. The microeconomic evaluation of aid projects takes as given the overall 
macroeconomic circumstances of the economy, but aid projects may be important enough to have 
an impact on the economy at the macroeconomic level: they can significantly alter taxes, levels of 
spending, and as a result may affect the economy's overall rate of growth. State aids that do not 
distort competition may contribute to inefficient economic management and slow growth, thereby 
perpetuating the region's dependence on assistance. The significance of the above-mentioned effects 
depends on the magnitude of the aid expenditure relative to the size of the financing government: the 
long-term macroeconomic efficiency losses would be lower the larger the non-targeted region@) 
relative to the targeted ones. 

Thus from the macroeconomic perspective, state aid may have finance-related spillovers as well as 
behavioural-related ones. The latter may be even more important than the former. While state aid may 
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have positive spillover effects that support cohesion goals (attracting investors through location 
externalities, signalling effects, or preventing the decline of human capital in depressed regions 
characterised by unemployment), it may also have negative spillover effects running against cohesion 
objectives (state aid may create moral hazard problems engendering dynamics that affect regional 
development in the long-run, affecting wage setting-patterns, creating 'addiction' to state aid for both 
firms and the granting government). 

The macroeconomic effectveness of aid financed from national sou~ces should be weighed differently 
from that of EU aid. The effective regional impact of the latter may be higher, but the fact that the 
financial burden does not fall on the shoulders of an own electorate diminishes the incentive to use 
the aid properly. EU aid also generates additional moral hazard problems: since 'being poor pays', 
governments whose regions qual@ for EU assistance may not be interested in an effective use of 
state aid, or may wen choose to re-direct their own aid resources to support other policy objectives. 

Chapter 2 in our report proposes a set of questions that should be asked in order to evaluate the 
macroeconomic impact of state aid: 

1. Is there an economicps'ijkation for usingstae aid? This question differs from that asked in EU 
state aid policy, because its answer depends on an macroeconomic analysis of the interaction 
dynamics between economic agents. This requires verifjnng whether alternative policy 
interventions (such as education, infrastructure) may not be more recommendable than state aid. 

2. If the answer to 1) is 'yes', the next question to be asked is: Does aid contribute to increased 
employment/GDP per capita in the targeted region with respect to other regions? (relative 
macroeconomic effectiveness). 

3. Ethe mer to 2) is 'yes', the following question is: Does aid contribute to increasing regional 
employnentGDPpr v i &  in the region kzrgeted in absolute terms? (absolute macroeconomic 
effectiveness). 

The above kind of evaluations may also be done on a time dimension, which implies looking at the 
short, medium and long-run macroeconomic effects of aid. 

Chapter 3 emphasised that current EU state aid policy falls short of performing the kind of 
macroeconomic evaluations suggested above. For example, the potential conflict of state aid in 
'industrial decline regions' assisted under Art. 92(3)(c) with the Objective 1 of the Structural Funds 
is hardly addressed. In the case of aid to firms in difficulty, EU state aid policy determines the 
economic justification of aid by asking whether the aided firm will restore its economic viability, 
whereas fiom a macroeconomic standpoint what counts is the impact of such aid on regional 
employment. Overall, the evaluation of aid is biased in favour of positive spillover effects, while 
negative adjustment reactions effects (for example, via wage-setting reactions) are disregarded. 

As argued in Chapter 2 of our report, it would be unrealistic to expect full compatibility between the 
evaluation criteria used in EU state aid policy and economic cohesion ones. However, it is a cause 
of concern that the macroeconomic evaluation criteria we suggested are also lacking from the 
evaluation of state aid as regional policy instrument. For example, the QUEST and HERMIN 
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macroeconometric simulation models used by the EU Commission to evaluate ex ante the impact of 
EU aid seem to be based on assumptions that may not correspond to reality, such as that EU aid 
would lead to 1 : 1 increase of the production capital stock in the cohesion countries. 

To conclude, although full compatibility between the economic criteria used in EU state aid and 
regional policies cannot (and should not) be sought, unnecessary incompatibilities can be eliminated 
by including some form of cost-beneiit analysis in the screening of aid projects in assisted areas, along 
lines as suggested in our report. This might be feasible if  the EU Commission's state aid services 
would be more adequately staffed. 
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ANNEX 

TABLE 1: REGIONAL CEILINGS, ACTUAL RATES OF AWARD AND POPULATION 
COVERAGE, 1996 

country Population covered Actual rates of award Regional intensity ceilings 
(??oftotal investment cost, NGE) * (% of Rational) (% gross or nge) 

A 40 
30 

1 3  30 

3.0 30 I5 
26.4 30 20 
23 30 25 
1,7 30 

B 
20 

12,6 25 25 

12.6 15 I5 
9.7 20 

D 35 22.9 
I2,2 28 14,7 

DK 4 9  25 25 
l5 25 16.9 

E 

0,s I5 
9.7 20 
5 3  25 
6.8 30 
4.5 40 
16,8 50 
3 1,6 25150 60 

F 65 2.5 
30 34 0.4 
25 28 195 
22 25 

262 na I5 
11.8 

FIN 2- 25-40 12,7 
21.7 15-30 12.8 
20 0-20 16.1 

GR 

40 0-3 5 47,4 
15 15-35 Sf 
35 25-35 SSJ 
3 57/45/40 64 
395 57/45/40 67.9 
3.5 57/45/40 75 

I 50 50'40 (W) 9.4 
40 50/40 (ne) 24,s 
35 4 0 m  (W) o,6 

10 20/15/10 (ngc) 11.9 
25 2.2 30n5 (W) 

nu. 

43.6 25i20 22 L 
66.1 na 753 

2,4 60 7s 

NL 20 20115 1 3  
I5 

6.7 na I1 
9.1 15 

P 60 70 100 

S 25.6 35 5.9 

UK 

183 20 (%e) 20 
30 (W) 30 . 

2.9 50 75 (Nolthnn Ireland) 

71.4 31,s nb 

15.4 8.1 17,s 

18.3 12,6 20 

16.9 

EU15 U6 

Total: 46.7 
23. I 
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* Ar t .  92(3)(a) regions marked in bold, Art. 92(3)(c) regions in italics. 
NGE - Net grant equivalent 

"H.,E 2: THE PROPORTION OF EU ASSISTANCE IN OVERALL PROJECT COST, 
1989-1993. 

Objective 1 CSF Structural Funds assistance (%) in overall project 
cost 

Greece 62.2 
Ireland 61.7 

Portugal 

50.0 Ge-Y 
42.5 Itzlv 
50.0 Spain 
65.8 

France (Corsica) 
54.8 UK (Northern Ireland) 
45.0 

Source: European Commission. Directorate-General for Regional Policy 

TABLE 3: REGIONAL AID EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF ASSISTED AREAS 
(MECU) AND AS 'Yo OF OVERALL STATE AID SPENDING, 1994-1996. 

Source: compiled from the Sixth Survey of State Sid in the EU to the manufacturing and certain other sectors, 
COM(98)417 final, 1.7.1998. 
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Table 4: The estimated coverage of national regional policies (as YO of national population) 
resulting from the application of the new Regional Aid Guidelines. 

B D K G G R E F I R L I L N L A P R N S U K  

Current coverage 35 20 38.1 100 76 42.4 100 48.9 42.7 17.3 53.1 100 41.6 18.5 46.9 

N e w M  92(3Xa) 0 0 17.4 100 44.3 2.7 0 30.7 0 0 3.4 66.6 13.8 0 4.7 

NewM 92(3)(c) 40.4 22 19.3 0 35.6 43.6 38.8 4.8 0 10.1 31.1 12.3 39.5 9.1 25.4 

(unadjd) 
N e w M  92(3Xc) 37.6 20.4 16.8 0 27.8 40.3 100 10.4 32 15 26.8 33.4 35.8 15 23.3 

. (adjusted) 
New coverage 37.6 20.4 34.2 100 72.2 43.1 100 41.1 32 15 32.1 100 49.6 15 42.7 

Art. 92(3Xa) and 
Art. 92(3Xc) 

Source: EPRC (see Wishlade, 1998). 
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